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Ilc who th-ough vast immensity can pierce,

See worlds On .xorhis compose One universe,

Observe how system into system runs,

What other planets circle other suns. . .

And, if each system in gradation roll

Alike essential to the amazing Wlw17.,

Tile least confusion but in one, not all

That system only, but the whole must fall..
All are but parts of one stupendous whole.

--Alexander Pope, Essay on Man

This project was made possible by funds granted by the W. K. Kellogg Foundation.
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reface

With the publication of this, the fourth volume in the Pathway:: to
Practitc series. the N:ursing Curriculun Project condi/des the examin,t.
tion of its tileoretical framework and presents the heart of its more
than 'Three years of diligent work by nursing leaders of the Southern
region the expositifm of a ro:e structure for nursing and the accom-
panying taxonomy of nursing, competencies. 1'tlge4 her they form a vital
tool for curriculum !flamers in nursing education.

The thirty-six svininar members performe,l the yeoman task of
working out the role structure and the taxonomy. hut they did not have
the tiMe to discuss in depth all the basic issues and their history. The
project stair filled that particular gap by researching the evolution of
some of these ideas in the nursing literature, to provide an historical as
well as a theoretical' foundati(m for the seminar's work. The stair's
material has been incorporated into the seminar's to form this narrative.

The groups from the seminar who worked ..;o hard on these tasks are
listed in the rosters at the end of the hook. There is no/u|rVmte way
to express our gratitude for their contribution. The project stair is par-
ticularly indebted to two seminar inetnhe-s Dr. Sylvia E. Hart and
Dr. Gwendohne C. 'MacDonald for their contributions to our think-
ing and for their leadership at several crucial points.

Finally, of course, the project and indeed the entire profession of
nursing in the Southern region is much indebted to the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation for its financial support of this projek:t.

PATRICIA T. HAASE
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Introduction

The work of the Nursing Curriculum Project began in 1972 after
the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) Council bn Collegiate
Education for Nursing endorsed the Lysaught report (1970) and voted
to seek funding for a curriculum study. The National Commissicri for
the Study of Nursing and Nursing Education had recommended that
"no less than three regional or inter-institutional committees be funded
for the study and development of the nursing curriculum . . . in order
to develop objectives, universals, alternatives, and sequences for nursing
instruction" (p. 164). Moreover, these groups were to specify "ap-
propriate levels of general and spe-ialized learning for the different
types of educational institutions, and . . . be particularly concerned
with the articulation of programs between the two collegiate levels"
(National Commission, 1970, p. 291).

SREB's Nursing Curriculum Project was funded by the W. K.
Kellogg Foundation specifically to

develop a set of assumptions about societal systems that impinge
on the environments of nursing;

determine broadly the future direction of health care delivery pat-
terns;

--determine the types and levels of 'nurses essential to the delivery
system projected in the assumptions;

--determine the characteristcs of praetice and thereby the corn-
petencies needed by each level and type of nurse provider en-
visioned;

--and then broadly define the body of nursing knowledge requisite
for the development of the specified competencies in the graduate
of differing progams.

PERSONS AND GROUPS

The Project's work was accomplished by several individuals and
grbups working in concert, so that there was a constant interplay of
complementary ideologies and abilities.

The staff of the project might well be considered as the first group,
the one that began the momentum and the one that was the constant
in an evolving process. The staff made the initial decisions about
methodology, about the way it would proceed to develop and define
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its materials and reach its goals set forth ii the project proposal. Each
decision, however small, tended to constrain the overall thrust and the
project's direction became more clear and determined with each pass-
ing (lay. Tlw director came to Ow project in October, I.972, with a
doctoral specialization in curriculum, a master's degree in nursing,
and an experiential backaound that consisted of not only clinical work
but teaching in all types of nursing education programs. Most recently
she had been director of an associate degree iwogram. Pour months
later the staff was increased by the aildition of a project assistant
whose major responsibilities c()nsisted of writing and/or editing the
many docunwnts and reports required in the process of assessing issues, .

analyzing findings, and articulating conclusions. Her qualifications for
this important work included a graduate degree in English and twelve
years' experience as writer and editor in a variety of fields. In June,
1973. the 4aff acquired as associate 'director a long-tithe SREB staff
member whose more than twenty years' experience in regional educa-
tion had involved lwr in work with nursing education in several previous
projects.

The general nwtho(lology mapped out by the staff in those early
months appears in Figures I and 2, and the interested reader is referred
to them for a detailed picture of the group activities, both planned and
executed.

The second group to become involved with the process was an ad
hoc advisory committee composed of:e-Dr. Lucy H. Conant, Dean,
School of Nursing, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Dr.
Gwendoline R. MacDonald, Dean, College of Nursing, University of
South Florida; Dr. Marion I. Murphy, Dean, College of Nursing, Uni-
versity of Maryland; Ms. Ruth Neill Murray, Dean, College of Nursing,
University of Tennessee----MemphiS; and Dr. Dorothy M. Talbot,
Chairman. Community Health Nursing, Tulane University. In Decem-
ber. 1972, this group generated additional impetus by approving the
general methodology suggested by the staff and recommending persons
to constitute a 36-nwmber "wmking seminar" that met six times over
a period of two and one-half years.

The thirty-six people, the third group to become a part of the total
effort, were carefully selected to insure representation from the many
occupational fields that form the entirety of nursing practice. The
central notion used in selecting the seminar members was to create .a
continuing dialogue among teachers and practitioners, among teachers
and other persons who had something vital to say about the structure
of nursing education as it exists now and as it might take shape in the
future. Nursing education was allotted fifteen seminar seats; three rep-
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resentatives each were chosen from traditional programs: associate
degree, diploma, Nicca laureate, graduate. :Ind continuing, educati(m.
Nursing practioe was also accorded tifteen seminar seats with three
representatives each chosen from nursing service administration,
nursing practitioner services. clink.al specialists in institutional an,1
private practice. community healch se;vices, and college and hospital
vocational and in-service training programs. Other seminar members
worked professionally in hospital and university administration. sys-
tems engineering, and the practice of medicine.

Despite the fact that all members were employed full-time in respon-
sible positions, the seminar group was the core of the project. and the
interplay of varying ideologies emanating from the semnar meetings
became a large part of the substantive.work of the project.

This group of people--the working seminarha.s earned the respect
and admiration of all concerned with the project, for they struggled
with the usual problems of developing group cohesiveness in addition
to determining the theoretical notions on which the project's assump-
tions and recommendations are based. Seminar members had been
socialized into different systems with different and sometimes incon-
gruent values, and it was not easy for any of them to divorce their
thinking from current loyalties and vested interests and to look at the
bigger picture of nursing and nursing education as it is perceived from
the viewpoint of an even larger system: state, region, nation.

The seminar labored and hammered out assumptions about issues
and values in the society that have a bearing on health care, new roles

-for women, 'changing concepts and practices in higher education, evolv-
ing health are delivery patterns, and finally the nature of nursing
practice itself. These assumptions, known as the theoretical framework,
were then converted into recommendations and plans for further action
to improve nursing curricula in the South's schools of nursing so that
they will match the future health care delivery patterns evolving for
the nation.

In addition to the seminar group, the staff has also been assisted by
another small group,a subset of the seminar. In the summer of 1973 a
plann g comMittee composed of six seminar members was formed to
assist the staff in conceptualizing and formalizing future seminar ses-
sio s and planning interim activities and assignments for project mem-
be his group made many of the difficult decisions that shaped the
final aims into ones that were concrete and d.'H[H-e. The members
Rachel Booth, Shirley Burd, Harriet DeChw..I.,ck Gregg, Sylvia Hart,
Gwen MacDonaldgave unstintingly !* t r ti71- and their talent
and they deserve no little credit for projeet's .:ccomplishments.

5
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The fourth group w:s ;01 advisory committee that was invited to
consult with the stall' concerning. ;In. project's ;hidings and recom-
nendations arn1 sugfest, changes or lief ter strategies for accomplishing
.,he project's goals: determMing curricular universals ,uni alternatives.
The mei Thers of the advisory group i .aight to tin, staff their varying
interests values, which served to enrich and expand the entire
process of change that is so intimately invofvsed with and intenled for
the project's final purpose, "Hie group consisted of: A. D. Albright,
Executive Director, Council on Public Higher Education, Kentucky;
Sr. Elizabeth C. Harkins, Dean, School of Nursing, University of South-
ern Mississippi; Dr. Calvin B. T. Lee, Chancellor, University of Nlary-
land, Baltimore Campus; liar B. O'Rear, Vice Chancellor for Health
Affairs. Georgia Board of Reg,nts; l'hehna Shaw, Vice Chairman, West
Virginia Planning Commission fn.. Nursing; and William H. Stewart,
Commissioner, Health, Social and Rehabilitation Services Administra-
tion, Louisiana.

In addition to tne formal groups, the staff has sought the advice and
criticism of knowletlgeable consult:Ants in all phases of the project's
work. The opi.-ions of, experts have been elicited from both nursing
education and nursing practice and the stall is particularly indebted to
Rose Marie Chioni, Gerald Griffin, Jerome Lysaught. Marion Murphy
and Irene Ramey, who -read the publications in their mo:;,t primitive
form and made many valuable and erudite suggestions for improve-
ments. The opinions of experts in several related areashealth plan-
ning, medicine, psychology, philosophy have also contributed im-
mensely to the substantive phases of the project's work.

PROCESS,

The aims of the project were so broad and sweeping that the process
of their attainment needed an inclusive, a comprehensive scheme. The
staff began very quickly to assess the task of the project and divide it
into portions of work for large groups. for small groups, and for indi-
viduals possmsing a particularly needed talent and ability.

However, a comprehensive plan was essential to give structure to
the amorphous quality of the work (luring that early period. The staff
was ev.2r mindful that the project \Nag a -curricular one and as such
should be addresse(', to the broad concerns currently at issue in cur-
riculum development. The project also needed to strive for congruence
with contemporary practice in curricular crcles, for this kind of all-
encompasssing concern formed one of the intersecting systems at issue
in the planning process. After reviewing the literature and discussing

6
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The staff further assumed that wl.;:t thy curricular hteratur,
not and c:i.tinot spi..ak to act Irdi of the goals of an ,itica-
tional program. ;Ls t.his Crle provinc,.. of pliilo.zophical ideas, and
current. events. Descriptive tnetllo;icilov.ies and procysse:; iti-e helpful
in determining ways of achi,iri,g :1tate,. kut the y of th,-,
(4lucatiomil pr7grant IS mapl,ed hy what Lip. faculty believes ah(nit the
ends of that proc..s:... The f,.,,ans or heo.v thy :-..tudent 1.an that

are more the province and str..ngth of teaching-learning tLeory arpi
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The Last assumption made 'oy thc- p131st stall- was the tno,:t
tant. If \\-(' :tr.' to ;Leccpt thf., fact that curiculw.ii planning. as it has.
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I 1 I:- a I tiien it follow.s that the proces,s
can ne,.eii it in isolation can .H.Yer he an end in and of itself.
'rrif m nur.ing must work within the context of

ethos sii,:.y. current procedures in higher education. and the
:teh-iial directions of hi alth care pi-tic:ice. Health can education. iz

turn. :s intli,eiced sHcietys iletrands for care and by the re:sulting
professions to pnivide the necessary

ioliple.! with philosopi,ies and theories, and
7'oi deciiteu t.hat thy theoretical framework of the

I ,nit I. he concept, of ",,ysten1" including a philoso-
Hit, of :science embraces the ideas of general systems theory --for
our h:tu grown too complex for more narrow con-
sidi.ra The impact of systi.ms theory on nursing way, not new and

.stretctiim...t of !he timid to include the broader view of the whole
even invigorating in those early months.

Thy staff Y.ia- then able to construct a model f iru|um develoy-
7:11; Hir about the st..at :urricular thoetiry

ve!lyral m,tions of systoms thinking. It .0.as assumed that in
cie-ric Alum the construction of a schematic model would

invalu:dile ti..ssrii,t the seminar ;.,trotip in generating alternatives,
coristderin iateriiet iv, variables, and selecting goals for curricular

Te eomponents 'if the m,Y lel :Figure 3) consist of the large
wkyh ruirsing education is a suhsystem. The social ethos.

iiyst, in of higher ..-1',W:ttinn, the totality of health care education,
:hese .iarger systems surrounding ruirsing impinge upon it in many ways
:eat. dictate directions for future growth.

'Plc curriculum cotnponent a;' thy center of the model and must
iii consider-2i from the iioint of view of both the faculty designing a

for one and a regional group developing a plan for
`iroad-r usc The -proj,-ct team decided that tl traditional ai,,oroach

develiiping mu-sing currteuia would he a,'iptel differing oniy in the
.A-hi,.1.1 cone( taa't framework would be

"l'he primary step tn the clinstry-tion of any curriculum plan is the
of :t set ,if assumptions known as a "theoretical frame-

ir1.- These assunipt in the case of a particular institution, repre-
.:ert the thinking of a single faculty about nursing and mming practice,
the roieis fi.ir which nurses are to be prepard., the student as learner,
.irid the ojiiraziinal nstit.ut,on of which nursing is a part iHarms. 1969).

of th,. to.ryr, fr.pnfi,,rii- for a regional group refem to
s-t as,tiropz ions about the future iirctit ion of nursing practice and
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Figure 3

Schematic Model for Curriculum Construction

_ _J

education but it is Kedicated upon the other systems in the model;
one must_ bear in .mind that. eaeh system is constantly changing and
reciprocally int.Tacting with the others.

The statf's use of theoretical framework may seem incorrect to some
readers arid so it.rna'y le well to point out that. the use of the term
does not address itself to particular theories, concepts, Or integrating
threads that are of prime importance to a faculty developing a single
curricular pattern. Nor does our plan address itself to teaching strate--
gips. or learning processes, or socialization patterns in the nursing 'cur-
ricula. Instead we have carefully examined the broad issues that de-
termine the thrust and direction of overall educational planning, issues
that are appropriate tc regional efforts at curricular design, issues such

1 4 9
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as the r. uture of higher education in this country, the future of the
health care system, and mwt importantly. the social context that sur-
rounds these systems and institutions in our national life.

We felt that an examination of these broad concerns would lead us
to conclusions concerning the contribution of nursing to the improve-
ment of health care and, consequently. the enhancement of our col-
lective existence. Specifically, we hoped to come to some conclusions
and predictions about the future of nursing practice upon which to
base the project's recommendations.

In planning the first meeting of the seminar. the staff selected speakers
who were prepared to address several levels in the model. The intention
was to stimulate seminar members' consideration of these broader issues
in relation to nursing education. The exchange that erupted during
these opening sessions demonstrated incontestably that the social issues
that impinge upon health and health service education are volatile
ones. To keep momentum going and to provide a means by which
seminar members could directly and actively contribute to the develop-
ing material of the project. the staff asked members to write position
papers on the future of nursing and nursing education. Volume 2 of
Pathways to Practice, entitled To Serve the Future Hour, is a report of
that first meeting; it contains many of the speeches delivered at the
sessions and excerpts from members' position papers.

Staff members then returned to their drawing boards to work out in
greater detail an analysis of the four basic elements in the theoretical
framework, which was now beginning to emerge in ever clearer detail.
The working papers on/the first three elementsfeminism, higher eduea-
tion. and the health care systemare published in the third volume
of Pathway6 to Practice, A Il'orkbook on the Enrirownents of Nursing, a
volume that is the result, literally, of the contributions of well over a
hundred oersons. Actual writing was the responsibility of the staff,
but as eah draftand there were manywas completed, it was sub-
mitted to the scrutiny and criticism of many consultants, including
not only memberk of the groups named above as formally connected
with the project, but many others as well, SREB staff members and
"outside" consultants in many fields.

With this volume we complete the formal presentation of the project's
theoretical framework by our analysis of the fourth major element
nursing itself, including the taxonomy of nursing skills. We present
nursing here under the rubric of systems theory, conceiving of nursing
as a critical subsystem of the larger health care and educational sys-
tems. Like the other components of the theoretical frame, this has been
sxrutinized by many experts and consultants. It is the product of many

10



hands and of many hours of not only lonely thought but also lively
debate. The project's staff, as alv ays, takes full responsibility for the
content, including any errors, but offers its publication fully cognizant
of its indebtedness to the large number of people who have been
generous with their tin., and their thoughts.'
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CHAPTER 1

Nursing at the Crossroads: The Dilemmas

THE NEED FOR SELF-RENEWAL

Nursingas a profession and as a therapeutic process --is changing
radically: 1 s. coming of age. A change in social values is caasing some
alterationsthe impact of the woman's movement, the incrcas,ed con-
cern for a holistic approach to persons and prohl the mr,..-ement
toward the prevention of disease and the promot;',a health the
delivery systemand nurses have the opportunity id-ntify
;Ayes with these forces and expand and advance thoir ,.ofe-sion. The
time is now. Some of the decisions to move forward w ilt i)e forced by
social circumstance but others must be deliberately chosen by. nurses.
Esther Lucille Brown, in her keynote address to the American Nurses's
Association in San Francisco in 1974, reflected that nursing has "never
had it so good" from the viewpoint of current. developments thai foster
and contribute to the advance of nursing. In fact, she said, "Few

. . . could have accomplished so much with the smallness e;f
educational leadership of 25 years ago, the acute lack of finauci.:. re-
sources, and the expressed opposition to the closing of hospital schools
by many hospital administrators, physicians, and nurses themselves."

,But something more is needed to promote the long-term goals of nurs-
ing's leadership and that "something" is unity on the part of all nurses
to move ahead--a willingness to be open to new roles and new experi-
ences and the will and resolve to let go of the past: to begin again.

Nursing's literature contains well-meant counsel from educators,
lawyers, physicians, and sociologists who on occasion are given to the
kindest of exhortations on how to improve nursing's stance among
the health professions. None is better than John Millis (1970), who ex-
horts nurses to expand their practice into primary care. Using ,Tohn
Gardner's apt phrase,. self-renewal, Millis says that it "best describes
the type of renaissance, or rebirth, so obviously needed by persons re-
sponsible for giving or delivering health care. Self-renewal," he says,

cannot come from new laws either state or national, or from a new
system or systems imposed from without. it is not a phenomenon of
society. Self-renewal begins within the mind and heart of each one of
us and is, therefore, deeply and uniquely personalan expression of
new aspiration, a stretching of the personality, intelligence, skills, arts,
knowledge, and energy of individuals. It implies the acceptance of new

13
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confidence and new faith in oneself and in one's eapabilities to. achieve
sought-for goals higher than any which have ever been set" (p. 63).

THE PARADOXES NURSES ARE SAID TO FACE

Unfortunately, nurses are more familiar with "apt phrases" that
include the word paradox. Fred Davis, for example, Ins often been
quoted about nursing's mradoxes. In the preface to his volume The
Nursing Profession: Fire Sociological Essays, he says, "Not long ago,
my colleagues and I feli unwittingly into a sometimes tedious, some-
times oddly intriguing game of no known name. . . -. Perhaps, it can
be described as lind a one word name for a thing.' The 'thing' under
scrutiny was a mass of diverse, seemingly irreconcilable and, we feared,
hopelessly unmanageable findings and impressions from our four-year
study of the professional socialization of student nurses.... The name
We settled on finally . . . was 'paradox.'

"In retrospect I believe this name was not only more appropriate to
our research findings than it seemed at the time, but is equally fitting
for contemporary nursing as a whole, for in bringing together the papers
that make up this book, I am struck anew by the proliferation of para-
doxes that characterize nursing" (p. vii).

Just exactly what paradoxes Fred Davis and his colleagues had in
mind is uncertain, but his statement has_ been one that has teased the
minds and appealed to the emotions of his nurse readers for the last
ten years.

Nor are nurses finished with paradoxes. In the February 4, 1974,
issue of the Chronicle of Higher Education, the following comment. ap-
peared: "Nursing numbers more members than any other health pro-
fessionover 2 million at work if you include students, practical
nurses, aides, orderlies, and attendants. Yet nurses have had little to
say about health care delivery in the United States, and nurses have
often ended up dissatisfied at their inability to use their skills on the
job." Quips Eileen Jacobi, executive director of ANA: "The backbone
of health care has functioned in the background.... Nursing, that most
helpful and feminine of professions, should be coming into its own,
in a time of health needs and female assertiveness. Instead, it seems a
lady bewildered, if not distressed by a multitude of paradoxes" (Spring-
arn, 1974).

And it is true that nursing's performance through the years has con-
flicted with the expectations of outside observers. But is there a rationale
that explains nursing's directions or are some changes in order for both
the practice of nursing and for the education of its neophytes?

14 1 8



This second and last part, of the presentation of the project's theo-
retical framework concerns the deliberations and assumptions made by
the seminar about nursing and nuring practice. The deliberations be-
gan with Fred Davis's notion of "paradoxes that characterize nursing"
and ended with a projection of an assertive and knowing lady whose
directions are clear and precise. The staff and the seminar arrived at
that projection by asking: In the ten years since the Davis statement
was made, what concernswithin and withouthave hampered nurs-
ing's fullest development? Or 'how can nurse educators, through the
medium of structuring a curriculum, best express John Millis's notion
of "new aspirations, intelligence, skills, arts, and knowledges" to achieve
"sought-for goals higher than any which have ever been set?"

In examining some of the ideas expressed within the last fifteen years,
we searched for concerns within the profession of nursing itself that

'have prevented our fullest development. The discussion that follows
presents those central ideas.

THE STATUS AND IDENTITY OF THE NUkSE

Nurses within health careand ccmsequently within other social
systemshave traditionally been accorded low status. Some, nurses
feel they have less status in the hospital milieu than dietitians, social.
workers, physical therapists, or medical technologists. And the impact
of this concerr upon nursing's intelligentsia is at interface with Self-
renewal today. Robert Merton writing in 1962some fourteen years
agorecognized this disquiet when he said, "The social ascent of the
occupation of nursing may seem painfully slow to the practitioner of
nursing, but from the perspective of the social historian, it has been
remarkably rapid.- Moreover, "nurses take other professions as their
reference group, a their basis for judging the status accorded them
nrid they fed 7 iat "e:..y deprive(1. Accordingly, they reach out to en-
large the;.- etence further, to expand their accomplishments,
and their trength and, as a by-product to raise their status
a little more" 72). And it is true that nursing's accomplishments
have not always matched its aspirations.

Part of that failure has been nursing's inability to convey to social
institutions and then to the public its aspirations--or perspectives for
the futureand most of its past record of achievement. Many of the
aspersions that are cast its way come from the general misunderstand-
ing of the word nurse. The public usually uses it to mean females dressed
in white and found in hospitals. But the occupation of nursing uses it
quite differently, if not more cogently. Many nurses caught in the
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"differentiation of workers" dilemma have for the most part reneged:
"A nurse is a nurse is a nurse." Other health care workers continue to
act out, if not speak out, their traditional "handmaiden" philosophies.
But all those transgressions must be forgiven because nurses are also
uncertain of the meaning of the word nurse: Does it mean the nursing
assistant, the registered nurse. or the registered nurse with a baccalau-
reate or graduate degree? If the word nurse is "archaic and sex-linked"
as Sadler, Sadler, and Bliss suggest----and as Ellen Fahy is inclined to
agree (p. 99) what is the word that will convey whatever nurses mean
by that designation? Because who the nurse isor how she is educated
determines in part the status she is accorded and, consequently, the
power she may be accorded to have positive impact on health care as
it exists today.

THE SCOPE OF NURSING PRACTICE

In their desire to further their interests, nurses have often retreated
more than they have advanced. In 1965, the delegates to the ANA
convention adopted as policy a position paper that called for profes-
sional preparation in nursing to be given at the baccalaureate level. And
now nursing's leaders are saying that the initial preparation for pro -
fessional practice should be given at che master's level. But movement
toward that goal has been slow. In a desire to show respect one for the
other, to be pleasing and deferent to the wishes of others, nurses have
vacillated and hesitated to move with decisiveness. Nurses can't quite
agree. Some feel that the New York Nurses' Association is moving too
fast to legislate their definition of the professional practitioner, and some
feel tboy are moving too slow. Some believe that hospital nursing is tech-
nical nursing and will be solely that until the properly educated nurse can
become the role alter of the physician: one who diagnoses, prescribes,
and carries out a plan of nursing care that complements the plan of
medical treatment made by the physician. And others see roles for
nurses and physicians in hospitals and clinics blurring and coalescing
into a different kind of practice, one that is neither medicine
nor nursing but a combination of both. But nursing lacks nursing
consensus on the scope of practice; its right hand is not working
with its left.

SPECIALIZATION: AN ARRAY OF ISSUES

In I 965 Christman projected a future staffing plan for nursing services
in hospitals "organLed in a pattern much like the one used by medicine"
(p. 449) and staffed presumably by clinical specialists prepared in grad-
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uate programs in nursing. But since that time another kind of nurse
specialistthe technician--has emerged and is actively sought by
hospitals for employment. This nursethe technical specialisthas
been prepared by concerned medical staffs to fill the obvious gap in
tertiary nursing care. But many graduate educators ir nursing continue

pursue----and cause their students to pursuetheory and concept
conStruction, a reaction that is beginning to show diminishing results.

Dorothy Mereness believes that today "there is considerable evi-
dence that nurse educators are not in total agreenk about the educk,
tional or experiential basis upon which graduate curricula should be
developed" (p. 638)..And unlike graduate programs in other professions,
there is little agreement in nursing as to the necessary length of the
curriculum, the admission requirements. or the essential content. Yet
from graduates of such programs come the beginning instructors in
generic baccalaureate programs and the clinical specialists to staff the
tertiary care facilities referred to by Christman.

Moreover, some applicants to the graduate program at the Uniyersity
of Pennsylvania are telling Dr. Mereness that their baccalaureate edu-
cation has prepared them primarily to communicate effectively with
others and to understand the theoretical basis of the nursing process.
The technical skills, they say, will be developed after they graduate or,
as one applicant suggested, "baccalaureate graduates never need ac-
tually give patient care" (p. 638).

It is alsp doubtful that many graduate programs improve upon the
student' qinical base. Dr. Mereness contindes, "Graduate students are
usually equired to take two or three clinical courses during the pro-
gram sually these [clinical] experiences involve the student as a
par cipant-obserrer with patients or clients a few hours each week. The

ident fo-cuses Attention on patients who are seen in an out-patient
setting and who are of special clinical interest to her. The seminar that
usually accompanies this experience is generally conducted by the
students, each of whom presents at least one topic durrig the semester
. . . again, a topic chosen by the student" (p. 638; italics are ours).

And in addition to these courses, graduate programs "usually include
a course in research methods, one about the profession, and one involv-
ing nursing theories during whiQh the works Of currently recognized
nurse theoreticians are read and discussed" (p. 639).

Certainly such a curriculum as this does not project the clinically
competent graduate desired by hospitals offering tertiary care services.
Some graduate programs are producing this clinical specialist who is an
expert, but not all are doing so. Part of the explanation lies in the
newness of the doctbral program in nursing. Because this course of
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study is so underdeveloped in termg of numbers of programs and num-
bers of students enrolled, the tendency is to expect the graduates of
master's prOgrams to perform at the doctoral level. And for this reason,
master's programs in nursing are often longer than comparable pro-
grams in other disciplines simply because the graduate faculty must
attempt to prepare their neophytes for roles and responsibilities re-
served for doctoral work elsewhere. The master's degree is even thought
by some university administrators to represent the terminal degree in
nursing. But no other discipline attempts to prepare a theoretician Or
an independent researcher in a master's curriculum. And no other dis-
cipline attempts to prepare master's candidates for college teaching and
administration. Generalists' skills are hardly compatible with specialists'
objectives.

TI-K, contradiction, the lack of expert clinicians in tertiary care when
master's nursing programs are intent upon graduating them, can be
explained by a lag that exists between supply and demand..It must
be considered that nursing's needs for practitioners holding master's
and doctor's degrees are at the moment much greater than nursing's
capacities to meet them. Consequently, for several years nursing's uni-
versity and health care colleagues may not appreciate how well nursing's
overall efforts are reaching fruition. Unfortunately but truly, many
graduates of master's programs are still needed to fulfill the traditional
roles of teacher and nursing service administrator.

Moreover, the role of the nurse clinicianone that is not yet twenty
years oldmay be a form of tokenism for several hospitals seeking a
new name for the supervisor functions, but it was originally conceived
as a way of advancing nursing's practice and status. The idea of the
nurse clinician first appeared in print after the meeting of the National
Working Conference of Graduate Education in Psychiatric Nursing
held in 1956. (The National League for Nursing published the general
Consensus of that conference in 1958.)

How different would be the situation if there were, in the
psychiatric hospital, clinical specialists in psychiatric nursing
nurses who would have continuing opportunity to study
mentally ill patients, to gain understanding of the newer con-
cepts and methods of psychiatric rehabilitation, to develop
nursing techniques that would be in line with these concepts!
If they were on hand to take leadership in nursing care, to
show what professional nursing can do for patients, other
nursing personnel would respond with eagerness. . .

The demonstrated opportunities for being of real help to
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patients would attract nmre nurses to the field, so that eventu-
ally it might be possibk to assign to each professional nurse a
reasonable number of Mients and aide-helpers (p. 42).

In addition, the conference concluded, this individualthe clinical
sp,2cialist--could not be the person assigned to administration, super-
vision, or teaching.

"It nnist be recognized." the conference report continues, "that ad-
ministrative responsibilities and responsibilities for students have first
claim on these personnel. While their focus 'Is on the care of patients,
they cannot concentrate on it to the exclusion of everything else. They
cannot always dron .11 their other obligations to follow up a promising
clue to a new tee .:tae o: to coorwrate with nwmbers of other dis-
ciplines in explorhit, therapeutic by-paths. They, too, need the help
which would be given by someone whose raison d'être is the improve-
ment of care" (p. 43).

Five years later, in 1961, Frances Reiter continued the themea
call for a clinical renaissance using as her focal example the nurse
practicing in the general hospital. She said,

We are the largest single group --predominantly women
who are professionally orgnnized and thus committed to nur-
turing, to helping, and t, In,aling those whom we serve. .. .
The primary purpose of t his or of any other profession is the
provision of care and treatment that is beneficial to the im-
provement of praCtice. . . . A sharp contrast may be drawn
between the standards of nursing practice in public health
nursing community programs and the collective practice in
hospitals. I emphasize thi...; point because paradoXically the
conditions that influence the standards of practice in hospitals,
where 85 percent of active nurses are currently employed, are
controlled, for the most part, .by nurses who are not presently
"practitioners" but are in administrative positions, and who
are, in turn, influenced by the policies of hospital administra-
tion and medical administration . . . the general staff nurse
group, who give nursing care, have little control over the condi-
tions that set the standards of excellence. The only span of
control in which the practitioner can exert influence is in the
direct nurse-patient setting, and this is becoming more and
more limited, and constricted.

The present organization of most hospital nursing service de-
partments tends to devaluate direct nursing care and the prac-
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titioner. Bedside mirsing today carries small prestige, both
within and without the profession (p. 7).

As a solution to this dilemma, Frances Reiter proposed a system of
clinical specialists within the general hospital. She said.

I conceive of some "nursing teams" comprised exclusively of
professional nurses. general stair nurses, clinical stair nurses, a
clinical nurse associate and a nurse clinician who will serve a
number of these professional nursim.: . From such ef-
forts it would be my earnest hope tL: t w, >Ltd further identify
the nature of nursing Problems an p :oncepts of the
nature of nursing practice itself as. . ilis ciplined art, an
eclectic science and a personal service to patients that has
long-te:m human value and social worth. Only through pro-
fessional practitioners can th '? professional quality of nursing
practice be safe-guarded; only through extensive and meaning-
ful practice ;n the clinical field can the practitioners reach their
full professional stature (p. 8).

Nurses responded enthusiastically to this call for clinical renewal, and
the role envisioned by the theorists began to take shape. Advanced
clinical courses were developed in graduate programs and the 1960's

nurse clinicians --d nurse specialists first employed in hospitals
( cland, 1972). But T.he work role of these nurses hatl yet to be agreed

.;orne nine to ele:en years after the initial proposal, the situation
remained the same, the role was not yet institutionalized, and confusion
reigned supreme. Maxine Berlinger describes the situation in 1969:

. . . If we were to try to ascertain from a perusal of the litera-
ture a definition of clinical speCialization. we would find a
variety of responses. Part of the problem. as I see it, is semantic
in nature. You hear of "nurse clinician'', "clinical nurse special-
ist", "master practitioner", or "clinical expert". This temls to
lead to a great deal of confusion. Another problem is a dis-
crepancy in the definition of the role . . in some hospitals a
nurse is considered a clinical nurse specialist in one specific
area, such as in a cardiovascular care unit. This uurse is
usually an expert in the technical asiwets of care, and in many
instances, she is physician-trained. In other hospitals she is a
liasion between stair and administration and may be a "glori-
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tied supervisor". ( Wier.; I lescrihe her as a nurse with specialized
knowledge and skill for a specific group of clinical patterns.
while still others state that she moves freely within an area
to set standards of care. Some say her functions include a
patient case load; sonle Ilescrihe her as a mo,lel.Othel-s say
she functions as a .teacher; soineicall her a leader of others,

tSome give her the freedom to rni :o in and out of an area and
some insist that she maintain I yr functionimf, in a coniined
unit (p )7).

The troublesome pro,dem in 1976 is one predicted hy Luth,., rnrkt_
man eleven years ago. Ile said then,

. . IT may not be surprising to find somy who advooatc. :.11;;1
tIm -specialist' need not advance through an academic pat-
tern of degrees hut that she can become a spe.ialist by means
of experience :.nd self-learning. Perhaps what is emerging are
two (lifferent typos of specialists. If this is true and desirable,
then the profyssion of nursing and others need to he eoni-
zant of the worth and vaI,) of both and saf:.mard their roles as
memhers of the heal''.1 (p .147

In 1976, there are two of clinical specialists ,,xisting
side hy side: One type ..ducated in gra .ate programs ill
(tin: genendistl and tile ()(i,.(q. is educated in ad hoc programs usually
sponsored hy medicine idle spcialist,. The specialist prepared by
either medicine or nursing usually finds more acceptance in hospitals
than the clinical generalists prepared by graduate programs in nursing.
The reasons for this are comple\. but most nusises agree that. as the
clinical specialist is nursing's chance toi.n/,i'|,x roli, alter for the phy-
.,Aician, a role that nursing long atviitedi nursing and not medicine
should he the focal point for the clinical. spcialist's education. The
central problem seems to he thai nurse educators must ,ondenst tc,0
much knowledge into tIle contemporary master's curriculum. 'Elm
clinical specialist must be a practitioner prepared 1.) 1,"..7.1()V; !nor..

less an expert in one phase of clinical practice.
Berlinger suggests, the -advancement of knowledgeabk nursing,

practice is of great importance, as is defining the autonomy of the nurse
practitioner. is what the clinical nursinL; spq.ialist must accom-
plish" tp. 16 . And it is certain that the quality of care can be no bet:
than the competencies of the persons actually givinv can- to
patients.
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,i)t It is clear that he professirli.H niti:It accept
and more siniticant responsibilities in the (with,. if the health

of the pt)ople are to be met. jnurse pratitititmer role! ...
could he one tipptirtunity for nurses to accept responsibilities beyond
inise usually expet t,d of the well-preparetl fmembers of organ-

ized nursiw; continue to \ iev.- with alarm this development and others
that :Jr, bound to come. they nifty ht' releoted to the role of obs:erver
;1,! Hs(' :in oppoyf unity to shape the destiny of the profession wrich
they have served so steadfastly" p. 33).

Sadler asked in 1973, "At a time when the demand fot personal
health services is increasing. when some form of national health insur-
ance is near, when few physicians are trained for general practice, and
when half of the MCion's nurses have left clinical vork. who will provide
the hulk of primary health care in the Vnited States?" tp. 7) And the
debate ct)ntittues.

When Loretta Ford recently testified before the House Committee on
I Htt.rsT:o.. and Foreign Commerce's health subcommittee she verified
.`"" Itemons were alarmet I in the sixties about the shortages of
health care providers. But this belief has given way, she believes, to
one increasingly concerned with the "quahty of care provided, the
educational preparation of iwrsonnel providing care, the geographical
and specialty maldistribution in medicine and exorbitant costs for
medical care" fp. 523).

Ford denies thitt_the nurse practitioner role was estabhshed because
there was a shortage of physicians. "Early pul)lications," she I-Lsserts,
"recortl the fact that the nurse m.actitioner evolved to provide quality
health care to children in ambi. .iry settings, and if successful, to in-
vestigate ways to influence collegiate nursing curriculums to prepare
professional nurses for thiS model of practice. The physician shortage
of the early sixties provided the opportunity to try out new roles for
nurses" (p. 533).

:loreover. as Battistella (1976i emphasizes, the push for technology
in medicine "has concentrated care in high overhead hospital settings
which together with the cost of increasingly complex diagnostic and
treatment equipment has contributell considerably to the spiraling
cost Nf health c;:- rough unnecessary utilization, overlap. and dupli-
cation of services. that while there is an abundant, if not excessive,
supply of highly sophisticated and costly services available for the
treatment of serious and esoteric illnesses, there is a shortage of per-
sonnel anti services for the treatment of more commonplace nondramatic
illnesses as4ociated with primary care and the care of the chronically
ill and handicapped" (p. 14).
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And it may be. as Hattistena suggests, that the benefits of medical
technology have also reached a poUlt of diminishing returns. He cer-
tainly makes cogent arguments for that point of view.

Many complex and potentially dangerous treatments may
be provi(led unnecessarily not so nmch becausf! of the incen-
tives to overservice inherent in the fee-for-service mef Heal
practice, but because, in relation to other countries, the
Unitefl States has fin. more trained specialists per population.
The point is that specialists undergoing extensive training
and socialization are driven by a technological imperative to
apply their skills rather than remain idle. Activity is a measure
of self worth that leads to the introduction of systematic bias
in diagnostic aml treatment decisions. In eompany with the in-
creasing power of therapeutic and treatment modalities, this
bias is a significant factor in the growing incidence of iatro-
genic illness associated with contemporary medical care. . .

Biomeflieal technology has attained great power, but the
controls over its use are essentially laissez faire, and the free
enterprise system of health services so ineffectual, that medical
care may be in a stage similar to that. at the end of World War I
when the probability of a patient benefiting from treatment
was as low as 50 percent or less. Certainly the power for causing
harm to the patient is far greater today than ever before, as
reflected by the unknown but large number of hospital admis-
sions caused by unanticipated harmful side effects of drugs and
other treatments and by the concern, bordering on alarm,
among hospitals and physicians about the grocwth of medical
malpractice suits. Quite apart from the issue of safety, the
efficacy of high technology services is.more and more question-
able in lieu of the increasing median age of the population and
the shift from acute to chronic patterns of disease. Even highly
technical services can (10 little to alter the course of chronic ill-
ness (pp. 14-15).

SOCIAL CHANGE AND NURSING'S FUTURE ROLE

The right to health care---a social ideal--was first defined by Con-
gress in 1966 in the preamble to the Comprehensive Health Planning
Act and since has been interpreted to mean gov,A-nmental and social
programs in which health care services will be comidered on,the basis
of need rather than on the ability to pay. The taxpayer is expected to
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support one-half of national health care costs through such programs.
But. as Battistdla (19761 emphasizes. the "success of medicine in the
post World W:u. H Ieriod has obscured a number of health care ddivery
proldems which are the inevitable consequence of medicine's intensive
and wide spread commitment to science and technology." And "when
subjected to careful scrutiny. technologic medicine, despite its touted
power, may not he able to respond appropriately to the social aims
intrinsic to the concept of health care as a right" (p. 15).

And so it seems that Americans are faced with critical choices about
lwalth care resOurces and how to use them wisely. There is no doubt
that medical specialization has weakened the traditional patient-
physician bond and caused depersonalization and fragmentation in the
giving of services. But to lose the good inherent in specialized services
is a choice to be seriously weighed. A better option is the preparation
of more generalist physicians or the delegation of many primary care
services to other health care providers who work particularly with the
mostly well, the chronically ill, the mentally ill, the retarded, and the
aged --another worker who will' provide the necessary preventive and
rehabilitative services to till the existing health care gaps. And that
worker is logically the nurse.

But nursing appears to be suffering from an identity crisis, seeking a
role that eludes it. Nurses are unable to divorce themselves from the
values inherent in medicine, unable to devote themselves to new hori-
zons and aspire to meet them. Nurses' aspirations for status and service
will meet their accomplishments only when a better image of nursing
is translated into a new identity in which .. they are accepted for the
person they can be, giving a service, rather than for the tasks they
have performed in the past.

It is difficult to tell whether the woman's movement has tended
more to encourage young women to become doctors or to enter nursing
and there to advance their practice base. There is no doubt that it has
raised the nurse's consciousness and caused some to reconsider their"
plight. In 1971, Virginia Cleland spoke out about the nurse'S status
and woman's place in health care when she said, "Today, there is no
doubt in my mind that our most fundamental problem is that we are
members of a woman's occupation in amale dominated culture . . ."
She continues, "At one time I thought nursing had an advantage over
other woman's occupations since in nursing women held all the posi-
tions throughout the hierarchy, .. unlike the occupations of teaching,
social work, and library science where numbers are dominated by
Women but where power positions are held by men. I thought nursing ;
had more autonomy because of this. Now I believe that was an incor-
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rect assumption. Rather, isolation from all vestiges of power except
within its own group" would seem to suggest that "dominance is most
complete when it is not even recognized" (p. 1543).

No doubt the low status of the nurse in health care has been pro-
foundly influenced by the status of women in society, but that is not a
sufficient explanation. If we can return to Merton's remark in 1962
we have another answer; he said, "The modern history of nursing has
recorded a continuing and marked differentiation of roles land] it is a
matter of common notoriety that the formal education of those en-
gaged in nursing covers an extraordinary range of variability" (p.77).
Our most profound concern may be now, as it ha.s been for more than
"fifteen years, the differentiation of nurse workers: or put more simply,
who is the nurse?

PROFESSIONALISM vs. BUREAUCRACY IN NURSING

But it is not enough to develop a new role structure including the
traditional with the new, the hoped-for with the realities of our time,
because nurses are also troubled with role conflict--to borrow a term
from the sociologists. There are several of these dichotomous role sets;
some are more troubleSome than others, but most are related to each
other. The first may be the most pervasive: Are nurses bureaucrats or
professionals, or a little of both?

Preparation for business or educational leadership includes the study
of bureaucracy from its classical state to its modern counterpart. And
preparation for nursing leadership also puts emphasis Upon its study,
for it is one of nursing's most intractable problems, one that exists at
the interface between nursing's professional education and the realities
of the modern hospital. Marlene Kramer (1973) called attention to the
beginning staff nurse who must resolve the dissonance this dilemma
creates for her or leave the system. But the problem is even more
pervasive than that faced by the novice practitioner. So many nurses
are forever marked by the bureaucratic way of thinking, a method of
decision-making that tends to pervade their teaching arid practice:
when you see this, do that; but we have always done it this way; but
the policy says; but the roles are. It appears more than difficult to
make cognitive leaps over bureaucratic hurdles. Bureaucratic values
explain many of the paradoxes in nursing. For example, men and women
are selecting nursing because they desire client contact, but many of
the most talented of them are being put to other tasks. Until recently,
it was a general rule that the'farther the nurse was located from the
patient,' the higher her status in the occupational group, the higher her
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salary, and the higher her level of discontent with the status quo
(Haase, 1976).

The movement away from the patient by ,c-tter-educated nurses
matches the bureaucratic model in every resL. Bureaucratic values
stress the performance of tasks, strict adherence to and belief in the
formal organizational hierarchy, rules and regulations, usefulness of
task analysis, and reward for faithful service and longevity.

Some nurses have questioned whether professional nursing can ever
be practiced in the hospital. Sister Dorothy Sheahan (1972) maintains
that it is not only the bureaucratic structure that prevents good nursing
practice but also the fact of who makes the "professional" decisions
regarding client care. She believes that the person who makes these
decisions "is the professional" and that all other workers perform at a
technical level. "It is the doctor's, orders. as well as his role expecta-
tions of nurses which are the principal source of control, the chief de-
terminants, of the nurse's action and activity." She ends her article
with the thought, "If power corrupts, much more so does powerless-
ness" (p. 444).

But Sister Dorothy Sheahan was not the first to write about the
powerlessness of the nurse in:the hospital. Historically Frances Reiter
said it_eloquently in 1961. For nurses "within the prevailing system in
hospitals today, there is little incentive to practice. Until nurses are
both able to and enabled to practice that quality of care that has within
it a source of ever-growing self-realization, they cannot respect their
services nor can they command the respect of others" (p. 10). Sister
Sheahan was more direct and to the point. She said, "Professional
nurses cannot practice in the hospital" (p. 442).

Nursing as an occupational group is deeply committed to the profes-
sional ideal, but nurses need to be cognizant of the changing meaning
of professionalism. Abraham Flexner's criteria are no longer valid.
There are no separate bodies of knowledge, no separate sets of applied
activities, and no one method of payment; the organization is interven-
ing in the client-professional relationship, in personal commitment, and
in third-party payments and policies. Nursing, as an example, is an
applied science that shares a body of knowledge, a therapeutic process
that shares a set of applied activities, and an unlimited range of service
that shares a vision of better health care for people.

The question "Are nurses professionals or bureaucrats?" might be
better phrased by asking, "Is nursing preparing neophytes for a real
role that exists 'out there' or for an ideal one that exists only in its
hopes and dreanis?" Mary I. Crawford (1964) observed some ten years
ago what is Still true today. She said,
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The practical nurse is probably the most fortunate of the nurs-
ing team today. Her concept of an ideal role more nearly coin-
cides with the reality of her teaching and her actual job. Yet,
neither she or the technical nurse gets much help in recognizing
the unique contribution each makes to patient care. Programs
preparing both types of nurses seem to emphasize their de-
veloping the same skills and understandings that the collegiate
programs emphasize. Only time limitations prevent the tech-
nical and practical nurse from gaining the same background
of knowledge. We might consider what we are doing, that we
are building a concept of an ideal role without providing the
tools to attain it. What's more these nurses have a specific
and important role to play in patient care; they have a role
that is going to be needed as long as there are sick, people
0.

And another member of this same family of problems is the role con-
flict of hostess or therapist. Frances Reiter said in 1961 that,

The basic professional programs are based on social needs and
not on occupational ones. They do not prepare the student to
meet the realities of the hospital situation in the set model of
the crystallized hospital culture in which there is almost no
opportunity to practice or to develop a high degree of clinical
competence. In no other profession that I know of--medicine,
social work and even teaching and the ministry--is there so
great an attempt to expend the energies of profession& person-
nel on tasks unrelated to their practice and thus dilute the
professional services at the cost of the quality of the practice
itself. This problem has become crucial. There are at lea.st
three alternatives: one, to give up the professional objectives,
based on social need, for those based on occupation& needs,
which would mean that nursing would cease to be a profes-
sional service; two, to create new patterns of hospital nursing
care and staffing tl-at would be designed for the improvement
of nursing practice through the profession& use of the profes-
sional practitioner and her further development as a practi-
tioner; and three, to pioneer in new fields of hospital service in
which there appears to be the greatest social need and oppor-
tunity for creativity (p. 17).

Nor has the problem abated since that time. In discussing the work
of the nurse, Davis, Kramer, 'and Straus (1975) have said that,
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There are two sets of tasks that have implications for the
nurse's work in an in-patient setting-- in addition to the activi .
ties that are called "nursing" there are hotel1:ke functions, and
there W.(' SN'Aertl maintenanc: functions. Historically. these
have all been included in the work of the nurse, due in large
measure to what Hans Mauksch refers to as "continuity of
time and space". The nurse is the only person who is there
around the clock- 24 hours a (lay, 7 days a week. To her quite
naturally fall the additional tasks of providing hotel-type func-
tions and keeping the organization running. In many instances',
these tAslcs }lave been so numerous and over whel rning that
they have completely replaced or obliterated the work of
.nursing.

Currently there is much discussion about these two sets of
tasks. It is generally recognized that both of them interfere
with norsing. Ward manager systems, unit clerks, and stew-
ardship programs represent but a few of the attempts being
'made to Provide the hotel functions and to maintain the
organization without the nurse having to do these tasks. The
extent to which they are effective is still to be determined
(PP, 1-2).

CANING vs. CURING: THE BASIC ISSUE

And last hat rot least, are nurses healers or handmaidens? Millis
(1970) reported:

I once overheard a nurse ask "Is the physician the boss,
or the nurse, or are they equals?" The answer is sometimes
one, sometimes the other and, on occasion, both. Since cure is.
the physician's exclusive responsibility, obviously he is prime
in this area. But in the universe of care, the doctor in many
instances is not involved and other professions, particularly
nursing, become prime. The difference lies in the fact that, in
cure, the relationship of the professional to the patient i$
episodic; in care, it is a continuing process.

The central institution in our present system for delivery of
health care is the hospital. Why? A hospital is a clinical institu-
tion in which 90 percent of the health care is delivered to
bedded patients and 10 percent to vertical or ambulatory pa-
tients. It was designed specifically to care. But our vision has
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been so narrow that we have built the greater part, of our
delivery system, around this tiny part of the health service
universe, and expect ;t to carry out all service functions even
to setting up health stations in ghetto areas. This is to wear
the blinders of faulty conceptualizations -faulty semantics--
equating the work of "cure" with "care" (p. 64).

Cure means to heal, to make well, to restore to health, and in common
usage it has come to signify complete resolution._

A focus on the therapeutic process [on the other hand]
directs attention to the person in need of health service. One
finds satisfactions not only in the resolution of the problem but
in work with the person and in the study of the behavioral and
physical phenomena a:;sociated with his problem, with the ab-
straction of a theoretical formulation from an examination of
clinical (law and theory, and with the development of interven-
tions to effect a change in the conditions or promote an adjust-
ment to the situation. This work can contribute to the resolu-
tion of an illness or a health problem but may not result in care:

.it will kad to knowing the person who is struggling with the
condition and thus to one of the richest satisfactions.

Minimal success in the patient's mastery of the situation or
his process in handling the main problem can be rewarding
(Gregg, 1967, P. 21).

Care is notakin to cure, said Frances Reiter in 1957. Care is more
related to "pathos" in that feelings are experienced and responded to
by extending oneself to another. Care is expressed in attending to
another, being with him, assisting or protecting him, giving heed to
his responses, guarding him from danger that might befall him, provid-
ing for his needs and wants with compassion as opposed to sufferance
and tolerance, with tenderness and consideration as opposed to a sense
of duty, with respect and concern as opposed to indifference.

This role conflict actually illuminates how nursing differs from medi-
cine. And it is enlightening to eXamine the philosophy of Loeb Center
for its answer, one that today's nurses could readily subscribe to
(Bowar-Ferres, 1975). "Organizationally, Loeb offers the registered
nurse a setting in which she can develop her role unencumbered by the
thingS that are not nursing. Nursing is developing fully and demon-
strating its value and difference from medicine, yet showing how nurs-.
ing and medicine 'need to and can work interdependently. Loeb is run
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by nurses; its service is primarily nursing, and only nurses can determine
nursing" (p. 810).

The philosophy of practice envisions three interrelated components,
each defining a specific client need.

[First] is the care component. Nursing traditionally provides
care and comfort for the physical well-being of those who
require help in meeting their own needs --the-sick, the injured,
the very young, and the very old. Caring and comforting, the
intimate bodily caring of bathing, feeding. pileting. dressing,
and moving--all closely related to nurturingis the area of
nursing that no other discipline shares. :A physician,,,social
worker, or pharmacist has very little to (iffer a patient' in this
area aside from giving us some of the general -principles which
we have adopted. The nurse has historically provided care to
infants and taught the mother .how to continue that care.
Caring of patients directly, the laying on of hands . . . , is the
key that opens the door so that the nurse then may use other
skills to help these patients.

The second component of nursing, cure, is obviously shared
with the physician, pharmaCists, dietitians, and many others.
Curing may be seen as healing or arresting the disease process,
or it may be extended to include prevention of disease as well.
Nurses often become more involved in prevention than physi-
cians, since their goal is more directed toward helping people
cope with the stresses and stressors around and within them
often preventing crisis and irreversible damage. Nursing's
role with the care component is not to help the physician, but
to help the patient make use of the physician's help in what-
ever way that patient can most successfully do so.

The third component, the core, is the aspect relating to the
person of the patient, the self. Everyone [has access] to the
patient. But the nurse has the unique advantage of being in a
position to have more access . . . if she uses it (p. 810).
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CHAPTER 2

Nursing: A Critical Subsystem in Health Care

DEFINING NURSING

; When the preliminary report of the project's findings and recom-
mendations were presented to the SREB Nursing Council in October
1974, one member rose (luring the discussion and announced, "They
haven't done it; they haven't defined nursing!" The remark struck a
sympathetic chord in the project director's mind, causing a sudden
flashback to the year 1950 and her own generic education. Ironically
the 1950 message was exactly the same: "We can't do it; we can't
define nursing!" In the fall of 1975, the project director attended a
National League for Nursing workshop on graduate education where
the participants were still at a loss "to do itdefine nursing!" Obvi-
ously each group was focusing on different processes: one group ad-
dressing itself to the structure of nuNing knowledgehow it should
be arranged, what it should be--and the other to nuNing's place under
the interdisciplinary sun.

But the notion that nursing --as a professionhas yet to be defined
was an empty one for most seminar rneribers, who were in sympathy
with the view expressed by Mary Tschudin in 1967. She said that
whatever nursing is,

There is ample reason to believe "it" does not change with
age, or geographic setting, or medical diagnosis, any more than
law, or medicine, or teaching change with such variables.
Certain activities may change; certain' modes or methods of
practice may change; the problems encountered in practice
may differ in degree or even in kind; but the central purpose
of the profession and the reason for its being does not change
with the shifts in t.he location of patients, or the age group
involved, or the category of disease [or state of health, as
Tschudin might say today]. It is on the basis of the existence
of a central purpose in being that professions are identified and
differentiated and by virtue of which they endure over time
(P. 3).
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DEFINITION DEVELOPMENT: TIIE "UNIQUE
FUNCTION" PERIOD

In 1964 Virginia Henderson suggested a definition of nursing that
became the cornerstone of many beginning nursing courses. It is as
familiar to some of us as the Horence Nightingale pledge, and t begins
with the suggestion that the unique function of the nurse is to "assist
the individual, sick or well, in the performance of those activities con-
tributing to health or recovery (or to a peaceful death) that he would
perform unaided if he had the necessary strength, will, or knowledge.
And to do this in such a way as to help him gain independence as
rapidly as possible" (p. 62). But thenfrom the viewpoint necessary
to the 1980'sthe definition slips into one describing a dependent
nursing role in secondary care. For, as Henderson tells us, the nurse
was to carry out or assist the client to carry Out the plan of care "pre-
scribed for him by the physician." The unique function of the nurse
was to "complement the patient" by supplying what he needed
(strength, will, knowledge) to perform his daily activities (p. 62).

This definition is not only a classic to nursing history but socially
adaptable to the nursing role and responsibilities in 1964. It gives us
pause to think that by 1976 these same ideals have sometimes come
to be labeled in a self-accusatory sense as "mother surrogate" or "phy-
sician's handmaiden". Neighbor, writing in 1970, dPscribed the tradi-
tional qualifications for the nurse of the past to be "unquestioned
obedience to the physician and other persons in aiithority positions"
and "unlimited deference to the apparent well-being" .of the client.
Nursing in the traditional sense, Neighbor observes, is a combination of
dependent technical competencies and the humility "to conceive one's
own sense of well-being in an almost direct relation to that of the
patient: to perform the mother role" (p. 35).

But the search for a unique function continued into the mid-1960's.
Goodsen (1966), speaking to the task of curriculum construction for a
professional school, stated that "finding the mission and goals of the
profession is a crucial undertaking for the faculty . [for] . .. without
charity of mission, there cannot be a meaningful program of education.
The mission represents the broad purposes and responsibilities which
members of the profession subscribe to and which leaders of society ...
assign to the profession. Although the missions of many professions
may overlap, each profession must have a unique service" (p. 799).
But the unique function of the nurse still eluded description, most
probably because it was narrow in scope.

:14
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II1E VIEW

Seeking a unique function w:,s in the ::,.-endary ;r; the late
190's but the focus had lwen altere,i. In I9G7 nurHng moved
from the more isolated position (if It in t,rrn.-:
rule to one of perceiving itself as sharing rol(,s with other iiseipline:;.
:NIoreover, the astute observer will notic,. the IMpatit of
PhilosophY (!ifi'nrc upon the writers of iefinitions such as Dorothy
Titt 0967), who sai)I that nursing was only 'one of several professiors
that have [the] overall goal" of providing t'!ie health care sercic,.,s
mandated by the puhlic. Nursing contribines a -sill -;;;eal" to the
achievement of better health c.are in a cireumseriL.,I arc.:.: ,Nhicii n.
ari accorded autonomy as a consequence of our special cmpatence"
(p. 13; italics are ours).

In 1971. the move toward autonomy was ma)le nationally visible in
a hill sponsored by the New York State Nurse:: Association --and sub-
sequently passed into law 'that defined the practice of professional
nursing as "diagnosing and treating human responses to actual (iT'

potential health problems through such services as case finding, healti:
teaching, health counseling, and the provision of care supportive to or
restorative of life and well-being. and executing medical regimen
prescribed by a licensed or otherwise legally authorized physician or
,1-2,%Itist." (News: Juno 19711. The intention of this amendment to the
New York Practice Act was to specify the elements of the nursing
process clearly and to claify the independence of the professional
nursing function. The framers ot the amendment define)\ tht, diagnostic
process as an intellectual one that is central to the practice of several
professions: one that varies with the focus of these professions' respon-
sibilities to and mandate from the public,

Another liberating view was also proposed in 1971 by Nathan
Hershey, who became controversial in nursing circles when he said,
"I think that the most profound changes in nursing practice will come
from the increasing realization that nursing is not a single profession
or discipline, but represents a wide or even unlimiteil range of poten-
tial service" ( p. 1410). Mr. Hershey waS obviously referring to nursing's
growth during the preceding decade and its inability to come to grips
with the problems presented by: (1) the need to differentiate and in-
stitutionalize into practice-milieus the varying levels of nurse-providers,
f2i the proliferation of new roles and positions for nurses in hospitals
and other settinp. and (3) the increasing possibility of narrow speciali-
zation in nursing practice.

rniqueness of role was fast becoming a relic of the past. In 1975
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own go;t1; ;Ln.! :i*-Thrtt A throe-dimensional model does portray the
concept of an unlimitol range of service reqinring different levels and
types of nur,,,. proviHrs. Rut t() ',0;apt the Lysaught model. to their
ov,-n thinkino_. project members changed the labds of nursing behaviors
the ta.4.s. ;LS:=,..Ith.'11!. inStrUCtiliVH to broader con-

11;1111(11). CWICCpt?/(11 and devised
sfifnewnat woo. el;.i.borate conceptior.s of the two other continuums,
...,,y.,;(7 con,/,'Omr. Thus, the project's own model isee figure
4 represents a synk,,rgistic process that captures well the complex
nal ar.- of tlie prject's conceptualization Of nursMg practice.

()then words could litve been used to label the nursing hehaviors
Hentir,,ed bs,.. the ,,r.lct member,: Thc:.. might have been called -well-

...c.iectiy.- and -cognitive,' for example. Rut the wools human,
;ffid .i:Inctiooal were cnosen becausy they have the broadest

tnean:,g, possible; they have not previously been associated with psy-
H and f,lucational rsearch, and they are not emotionally

meanines.

may he ,hought of ;is those whether unique to
;;;?:11-k, ()t her ilisciplines which insure physical com-

!-,,i ar,d implennt diawiostic, preventive. and tre;:t.nient
;HI wocols. Functional competencie,.. are an integral part of any profes-
sional practice.

!ry1,-H, include that Janie portion of nursing practice
;:t i~ has-1 c,mmunication ;Ind interpersonal process.es.

/,!?.res in.(..loie the recognition ()f" cues. hi. identification
and n.sol;rces, and t)-. :Analysis and synthesis of knowledge

chr.iyal ..valuative
Functional. .!itinia.:;. ',trill conceptual abilities ',10,1 liehaviors usually

.int'iy !Jii. 1111!"..!:, wt'S.-;: x ,yn../)iSt i, aCtiOn. And the
the hehavii r.quire4i the more highly dcvoloped and

iz..terr,:.at-1 the comwences needed hy the nurse. In other words, it
th.o the nursing !he actual thinking. caring, and doing

,Iitrrn/ of functional, human, zind conceptual competen-
eie,. !hes, sets of abilities aro ditlicult if not impossible to
...par::T.e from ,.;tch (011,r ,...en for puri,o,es of study, but some division

rol.e:iry t:: teas, out the exae. hehaviors required for varying
iif 111M40

!!11111wr:,' rp.,, Inn, of settings for practice have been de_
srrib,1 t!... project's pubhcaz ions as pr]mary, secondary, and tertiary.

su!:,;,ce say that environtnent;:i :-,et,,ings for nurse practice were
!) deorminin:! I,,veis ;01,1 types prw:tice needed,
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but also characteristics ,of practice denianded by the environmental
settings.

For purposes of the model, the nature of tle client was defined in such
a way as to include: his place on the health-illness continuum (varying
from high-kvel wellness to critical illness) ; the nature of the health-
illness problem he presents (varying from a state of health to a life-
threatening acute illness episode); his age (varying from the beginning
of life to actual dj_7.atb); his socioeconomic staLus; his cultural identifica-
tion; his valueft;ystein; hi assumptions and expectations for self and
others; his peNonality structure; his knowledge base; and his ways of
perceiving and knowing (to merit:on but a few). The curriculum worker
might perceiVe 'each of the above to vary on a continuum or mieht
perceive each to be a discrete body of knowledge about man.

The seMinar members wished .to include an additional dimen..-n
concerning the nature of control in the decision-making .process. By
this hm they meant the freedom of the nurse to make ctinical deci-
sic-67; without referral to others or to policy. It may be that this factor
is subsumed under setting, but in any evont, the seminar participants
felt it important. enOugh for special consideratim. However, as the ad-

if n of a fourth dimension proved to be impossible tb represent
'neatly and maintain the concept of intersecting axes, the (lecision

wa,- made to oresent the c;mcept only in the text.
Nature

of
Client

_c
a)

cc

Figure 4. Major Variables

Determining the Levels and Types of Nursing Practice
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CHAPTER 3

A Role Structure for Nursing: Kinds and Levels
of Practice

THE NEED FOR A ROLE STRUCTURE

Role definition has been the most knotty problem to ha% troubled
the advancement of nursing for several decades: Is it one role 01 many?
An accepted role structure appears not to exist.

Frances Reiter (1961) suggested one some fourteen years ago 1-2tit "it
never caught oni" She said,

The general staff nurse on the basis of competence in practice
could be promoted to the position of "clinical" staff nurse ...
Ione, who! . . . would be . . . more competent in the care of a
particular group of patients. 'She would give evidence of de-
veloping clinical judgment and technical competence in the
care of patients with neurological, cardiovascular, or cancerous
diseases or in the rehabilitation of ... [these] .. . patients... .
The next staff position ... that might be created is ... "clinical
nurse associate". In this position the nurse would not be an
-assistant doctor", but would function as a clinical nursing as-
sociate of the physician or group of physicians in a clinical
specialty. She would make rounds with him, see his . . . pa-
tients. plan far medical-nursing management of those patients,
with him, and personally follow the care of these patients. As a
competent practitioner she would design. plan, ami direct the
nursing care given by others, and participate in regularly
scheduled clinical conferences and in planning for continuity
of care. Beyond this, I conceive another position within the
hospital medical center, namely, that of a "nurse clinician".
This nurse would be a clinical nurse specialist because of her
advanced clinical knowledge and expertness in clinical practice.
I see her as a nurse practitioner who consistently demonstrates
a high degree of clinical judgment and an advanced levei of
competence in the performance of nursing care in a clinical area
of specialization, such as pediatrics, geriatrics, cardiac disease,
chronic diseases, psychiatry, neurology or special medical-
surgical nursing. For the nurse to have attained this stage of
professional maturitythat is, clinical nurse specialistshe
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will have had extensive aral intensive clinical practice made
meaningful by concurrent study of the nature of these nursing
problems (pp. 7-8).

But. this "role structure," of historical interest, to academicians and
clinicians in tertiary care, was done some years before the advent of
new and expanded roles for nurses. The traditional illness-oriented role
described by Reiter is changing in primary care settings to one that
shares functions with other health care providers. In fact, some ob-
servers feel that the nurse will becoMe the gate-keeper to the entire
public sector of health care within the next decade. Current estimates
indicate 15 percent or less of the actual health care problems presented
for solution will require the utilization of secondary and tertiary care
facilities; 85 percent of the care needed will require health education,
physical and emotional assessment, counseling, and management of
regimens for chronic conditions and disease prevention.

Moreover, pnwtice rather than education has determined the direc-
tion of this development. Valencia Prock in 1970 observed that "Role
innovation in nursing either in public health or in institutional nursing
has not come from faculties in schools of rursirg . [but instead] . . .

the impetus for creating and using these tn'w roles in nursing has come
from the fields of practice. . . . Currently, almost all programs for ex-
panded new roles for nurses exist outside the main stream of nursing
education. They are special enterprises which are sponsored by group
practices, service projects. met heal colleges, and schools of public
health" (p. 12).

Nurses practicing in the t,:pantleti role in primary care will eventually
change the meaning of nursing as we know it today.

in 1975. Ruth Freeman defined community health nursing as "an
nr9a of human services directe I towanl developing and enhancing the
health capabilities of people. either singly as individuals or families, or
collectively as grOups or communities." She continues, "The goal is to
enable people to cope with discontinuities in and threats to health in
such a way as to maximize their potential for high level wellness and
to establish .reciprocally supportive relationships between people and
their environthent" (p. 1).

Community health nursing. Dr. Freeman says. has an ongoing re-
sponsibility to: the population-in-environment unit; individnals and
families whose well-being in the aggregate is community health; con-
tinuing rather than episodic events and conditions; situations in which
the outcomes of care depend predominantly upon the decisional and
behavioral responses of the people involved---rather than the highly
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specialized personnel and "h;Lrdwar,.- of the large hospital or medical
center.

In response to this definition and in view of the changing expectations
of the nurse by the community. it is reasonable to believe that the nurse
working in that aspect of community health nursing known as home
care will eXpand her services to include clinical assessment, clinical
decision-making. and treatment of chronic diseases. Moreover such care,
and also cure. will he demanded_in the home for non-ambulatory clients
due to the rising cost of in-patient services and the desire of the client
to return to his home as soon as practical after hospitalization or to
remain in his home in lieu of hospitalization. Nurses will see clients in
the home not only to assess their health-illness state and monitor and
manage the chronic disease, if any. but to instruct the client and his
family on their health care concerns, to counsel the client and his family
supportively and therapeutically, to find cases and refer clients to the
appropriate health agencies and, last but not least, to become the
client's advocate in the community and state system of health services.

The nursing clinic is also coming into its own. With respect to this
development it is interesting to examine the analogy between progres-
sive care and, ambulatory care as proposed by Dr. Charles E. Lewis
and Barbara A. Resnik. They suggested that the concept of progressive
care had been accepted and applied in hospitals and that logically the
same concept could be applied to ambulatory patient care. "Three
levels of . . . care might be proposed," Esther Lucille Brown quoted
them as saying, "the acute or intensive level that requires the technical
expertness of the physician; an intermediate level that requires moni-
toring of the status of the disease process, surveillance of therapeutic
activities, and attention to the psychological and social aspects of care;
and self-care, in which health education, health promotion, and preven-
tion of disease are the goals. Although physicians should be capable of
providing all three levels of ambulatory care, it is unrealistic to assume
that there will be enough doctors in the foreseeable future to permit
any such complete service" (Brown, 1971, pp. 245 -246). And so nurses
had another opportunity to be of service and to advance their standing
among health care disciplines.

Nursing clinics are now flourishing, many sponsored by schools of
nursing in the South having hoth graduate and umkrgraduate pro-
grams. And nurses are moving out into solo prectice or group practice
with other nurses or physicians, doing relatively well offering a brand-
new health care service. Many are working .part-time in solo practice
devoting their efforts to problems that are strictly nursing and others
are working collaboratively with physicians to monitor disease processes
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that fall into the realm of nwdicine. But wherever these nurses practice
in an expanded role, their functions are likely to "spill over the border
of traditional nursing, counseling, and caring functions and into clinical
decision-making, medical diagnosis, and treatment" (Sadler, 1973, p.
11). _

Esther Lucille Brown records Dr. Lewis's and Ms. Resnik's 'thoughts
about the institutionalization of this new nursing role into health care
practice. They say, "Although the patients in the outpatient depart-
ment shortly came to accept the nurse who performed functions for-
merly done by physicians and although the nurse clinic was able to
demonstrate many assets," there are, "obstacles that hinder the spread
of such clinics. The state licensing laws presently do not permit a
functional definition of the medical-legal responsibilities of those in-
volved in caretaking, and hence, would probably need to be revised.
What is more important, physicians are not accustomed to sharing
responsibilities for care and the resultant satisfactions, let alone the
economic rewards. Some nursing educators, moreover, insist upon the
identification of a body of nursing theory, science, and functions sep-
arate from medicine, thus hindering the achievement of inter:profes-
sional goals" (1971, p. 247).

The time is also right for the creation of nursing units and hospitals
to provide services for that part of the population for which nurses have
already been prepared in our schools of nursing, that part of the ill
population which medicine eschews: the chronically ill, the aged, the
mentally ill, the retarded. Either because nursing lacks enough educa-
tionally prepared nurses or because we cannot attract a,suflicient num-
ber of them from the fascination of dramatic technological illness inter-
vention, we have established few nursing units or extend( tare facilities
like Loeb Center, where "the core of the program is its nursing service;
the nurse is the chief therapeutic agent and the final 'efrecwr' in provid-
ing interrelated patient care. Units where othermemlY>rs ef the health
professions serve as resource persons and consultants, who furnish
direct service to patients requiring it . . . with the aim of hastening
the healing process, decreasing complications and- recurn ^c,, . . . pro--
moting health and preventing new illnesses" (Brown, 1970, p. 159).

Nurse educators have faced that age-old dilemma commonly referred
to as being "between the devil and the deep blue sea." SI ouid they
prepare graduates for one level of practi,..e or two or I or more?
Have we addressed ourselves more to (me a,pirat;ons- .z' dreams for
the futurethan to the realities of the ,,cork m '19 ve we asked
ourselves the right questions, such as: (1) ';'71,t is expected of the
workers in the employment milieu? (2) What is the optimal perfor-
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mance? (3) How ran Ihe jililipu be inatelld to the educational pi-ogram
that prepares the worker so that the novice flUNe experiences maximal
job satisfaction and the organization maximal job performance? Edu-
cators say hospiuds arE, dictating nursing roles, hut the question goes
much deeper: In perpetuating our ideals, are we addressing the reality
of changing healtO care practices?

DIFFERENTIATING WORKERS: A PROPOSED ROLE STRUCTURE

The seminar members addressed themselves to the classification of
roles dilemma by asking simply: Is there a common base of nursing
knowledge that eo,n be identified in terms of common competencies ex-
pected from graduates of different preparatory programs? Do all nurses
possess a common base of knowledge upon -which to predicate their
practice? What does,the staff nurse working in a secondary care institu--
tion have in common with the coronary care nurse, community health
nurse, nurse practitioner, and nurse midwife?

To answer thoe questionsafter the initial two meetings of the
seminareach projeet participant was assigned to one of four task
groups. The purpose of each group was different, but together they
were asked to define the recognizable and projected levels and types of
nurse providers needed by the future health care delivery system and
to match-these vvith the broad nursing competencies that would be
required for each provider identified.

The schema that the task group on projected roles devised is illus-
trated in Figure 5. "N"urse educators assigned to the task group were
in the minority," Dr. Gwendoline MacDonald notes in her chairman's
report, "so it can be safely concluded that the schema effected was
primarily influenced by the beliefs of those active in nursing practice"
(such as primary care nursing, vocational nursing, community nursing,
institutional nursing). But the interpretation of the schema will require
an exploration of several of the assumptions made by project members
in relation to nuring practice.

ASSCMPTIONS ABOUT NURSING ROLES

1. The th.st as;;urription appears simple.and yet it is the cornerstone
of th rest. And tliN The public mandate to nursing is and will
continue to be toe .-'are of clients.

2. This wsuniptIol. oi.ha tlie second a fixed one. It has been said
many Crnes, tk, ite Hildegarde Pop1au (1965), who said,
'Clinical pray' ,,Pi)rer of nursing. The iwimary commitment to

society of i.C r)f*%.;1.c.'H; ,n :ursing is the practice of nursing; all other
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functions are secondary. The profession evolved to serve patients
which means to deal effeeth dy with clinical nursing problems that these
patients present" (p. 273).

3. The traditional role of the nurse will continue ta be publicly
mandated in acute illneSs, settings. To paraphrase and slightly alter
Mary Tschudin's definition,of nursing (1967). some roles in nursing do
not change with age, or geographic setting, or medical diagnosis. Cer-
tain activities for nurses in 'these roles change; certain methods of
practice change; but the central purpose of certain roles does not change.

4. When a larger system of priMary care services becomes mandated,
the knowledge base of each hcalt.h care occupation will become in-
creasingly shared with other health care disciplines. The knowledge
base will overlap because of blurring'und c.ralescing of roles for health
care professionals that will occur more'frequentlyto reduce costs and
(o increme the effectiveness of existing Manpower and thereby services.
Mor?over, there will be a more rationah',,optimal, and flexible use of
members of all health disciplines.

5. Even now other roles for nursing are eMerging in disease and dis-
ability prevention, health pronlotion and maintenance, the care of the
aged, the treatment of stress, the teaching of health, and the long-term
management of selected chronic diseases.

6. New roles for nurses are also evolving in tertiary care that combine
the traditional role of the nurse with the functions of other health care
disciplines. In fact, all health care occupations will be experiencing an
increasing amount and an increasing rate of change in their jobs, and
many of today's health care tasks will be dispersed among a variety
of professions and occupations working in a relationship that is co-
Ordinate as well as hierarchical. This fact is due as much to changing
technologies, the discovery of new knowledge, and changes in popula-
tion ratios and the nature of the diseases being treated as it is to a
shift in emphasis.

7. In the aggregate, nursing practice will include a multitude of
workers who will differ in their use of nursing behaviors varying with
the setting in which services are given, the nature of control concerning
the decision-making process within that setting, and the nature of the
client to be served.

8. Entry-level practice will he distinct for graduates of educational
programs at different levels in the educational hierarchy. Separate roles
for entry-level practice will require more conceptual and human com-
petencies from graduates of upper-division programs.

The s(nema that appears in Figure 5 was developed to show in
graphic form the levels and kinds of nurse providers required for the
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future in health care deliverY practice. The reader is reminded of the
assumption that nursing practice is a range of services delivered by
separate levels and types of providers who possess different abilities and
informational sets upon entry into the system. The plan calls for Eve
different levels of practice and five "pathways to practice" that denote
an area of the nurse's major interest and activity.

A linear presentation does not depict a dynamic plan. But the reader
is asked to remember that the "boxes" are not mutually exclusive and
that the seminar members envisioned movement from box to box and
alternatives to conventional patterns.

Levels of practice: The first level of nurse proyider identified was the
vocational one comprised of people now called nurse-aides, nursing as-
sistants. technicians, and licensed vocational nurses. Whether to include
this level of worker was a matter of controversy among the staff, the
seminar, and their advisors. Finally it was agreed to place this group on
the schema projecting needed workers to show the potential for upward
mobility within the range of nursing services. Vocational nurses are
likely to enter the RN educational programs as the need for hospitaliza-
tion lessens and as the market is flooded with vocational graduates.

The project identified four levels of "registered nurse" practice that
could be arrayed in five different "pathways to practice." Each of these
levels will be described in detail in future sections of this chapter.

Types of practice: Types of providers may be defined by the nurse's
clinical interest, the nature of her client, the nature of the services
demanded by her clinical interest, the setting in which the services are
given, and the behaviors required to give these services. The family
nurse practitioner is giving a different type of nursing care than the
staff nurse in the hospital. The clinical specialist performs a different
service than the staff nurse in community health. The nurse-midwife
varies her practice from that of the therapist in psychiatric nursing.

Promotional levels: The task group suggested ways of moving from
entry-level practice upward in the hierarchy of 'nursing positions identi-
fied. They believed that competency in clinical practice should be the
requirement for promotion from level to level but asked the employer
to value and consider as criteria for advancement additional education
and experience at the entrY-level position. Salary increments, they say,
should be based on proficiency and occur within a level, and not neces-
sarily be related to promotion in position.

Titles and labels: The taik group found the titles "professional" and
"technical" more divisive than helpful in differentiating nurse providers.
And the suggestion of "practical" and "prbfessional" seems fraught
with even more controversy. The project suggestsbut does not
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recommend-- --that nurses other than those educated for community
health or primary care services be called "secondary care nurses."

Discussion was also prolonged conc..'rning the differences in titles
between "clinical specialist." "nurse practitioner." "health practi-
tioner." and "clinician." Some project members believed the terms
were synonymous; others, wholly different. The staff suspects that title
will follow usage but hopes for a position paper from organized nursing
that might clarify our language of titles.

NURSING PRACTICE FOR SECONDARY CARE: THE TRADITIONAL
AND CONTINUING ROLE FOR THE NURSE

One of nursing's continuing problems has been the division of re-
sponsibility for nursing's tasks among the differing levels of nurse-
providers in our hospitals. And you cannot tell which nurse graduated
from which program without an employment roster. The client thinks
the nurse is the nursing assistant. But the nurse knows that the nurse
is often the lady who adjusts the Kardex at the desk in the nursing
office. Educational preparation infrequently differentiates the nurse's
job responsibilities in many of our secondary and tertiary care centers.
Too much is expected of the associate degree graduAte and too little of
the baccalaureate one. Sister Dorothy Sheahan (1972) pinpointed the
real difficulty in this matter when she said that, in fact, "There are
several levels of nursing education, but only one level of practice .. ."
(p. 442).

But recognizing this barrier to success does not solve the problem
of pinpointing and describing an optimal division of responsibility
among differing nurse providers in the hospital. The task force describ-
ing the kinds of workers needed for future hf-alth care practice ef.vi-
sioned the beginning nurs. 'ovider- --whom they called the RN 1-- to
be the person working at .,taff level in secondary care hospitals and
clinics. But it was the long way around Robin Hood's barn to reach
this conclusion, as the decision also encompassed the work of other
Las1Lorce'A viewing the same dilemma from a different perspective.

The reader will recall the work of an early group in the project's
history that defined secondary illness care.as being associated with the
community hospital and often given in response to single episodes of
illness-that include the continuing exacerOations associated with many
chronic diseases. Secondary care, therefore, addresses itself to illness
episodes that are common and recurrent or even routine. The personnel
giving this care are less highly specialized and may be defined as gen-
eralists attending to illnesses that are usual. expecte.i, and relatively
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predictable in terms of expected ,,utcometi. Secondary care is widely
available geographically.

Three other groups also worked assiduously at defining the char-
acteristics of practice for differing levels of nurse pro% i,lers in a manner
similar to that of the "kind of workers task force. The initial task of
these groups was to define specific nursing behaviors recluisite for identi-
fying the differing levels of nursing practice, and. then. as a final effort
to synthesize the nurse-provider scheMa with summary statements
describing the characteristics of nurse practice at distinct levels.

Secondary care nursing a concept coine 1. by the seminar members
is in concert with the definition of seeonflary care described by the

project group at an early seminar. And it is also in congruence with the
notims of charactYristics of :Issoeiate degree pract;.ce offered by Verle
Waters in I970. In favt it is Verle Waters' ideas upon which the seminar
built its own definition of secondary caro.

If the reddeii a:;:utile: s :he project illenIders ti that nurArii,.,.

practice is hased imowledgd that has as it: cw-d, ;I set f
ct)Inpttiqe'It's, I hy nurses as necessary to
:he pnvi:zion (if 1 c iiitional and continuing nursing care in secon-
,iary sttings then it follows that a levsinning stall' nurse having only
ihese competencies has l,een .rdipardid for the first level of RN practice.

The characteristic's of secontry care nursing practice are :Ls follows:

The practice

is directed toward clients who are experiencing: aeuto du- chronic
illnesses that are d-ommon and well-defined;

is directed toward clients who have been idlentilied its hd.iing ill or
in need of diagnostic co..aluation:

consists of processes that lire standardized, in connnon use, and
directed toward alleviating both biophysical and psychosocial
health problems. the Outcome of which are usually pn.Nlictable
,\Vaters. 1970);

includes making nursing judgments based on scientific knowledge
that is specific and factual (Waters, 1970; ;

is concerned with individuals. but is given within the context of
the family and the community;

is under the leadership of a more experien..ed staff worker, a
generalist clinician, or a clinical specialist.*

'S4-1-- taxonomy hc.havHr
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a-
a-tive pro,,z,ram hi:dth

mainter_ance anI ,hseas- preve,i,!;,,i,-1
kinI of nurse

'lernandei, --, the ent...- one who Is

and oompe:ent. \Vir-,e'"i1,..
%yin

flu i(1 1H :triv Te.

Another c,,n,equenc.
health iTtil!nti.n.A.nc,

:!tii s; ;.-Lvntion.

I. less cliint tirnt. stnt cm ,liagnostic

,,ervice,-. viV giv..n in health inan 'enance organizatilitv, PhYsician's

(,tncis. many acute of chronic'

!nay 'H. prect,,,!,, h,;dt 'HI,' numbers of

f',,r rea' seyondary ea. conter.s, i+ro iikidy

,,f Che ne--amhutatory ptien; whi, is chronically

adni,Illistered exiende,i, care knoi,: as Ow "nut's-

ing liosiitar stalf,d ly..imarAy hy well-prep,:red nurses and their

assistints. Ce,,.c,rly ',he care of the clifonii.tlly iU no(i'n hospitaliza_

nun fisr wmer than acutc eplsodes is a gap in the system of

health car- hat nurse.: :re suited ably to Fill. rrals to the nursing

hcispital are hcely to lw made by physician:- :rimary carie nurses

rsponsibli for planning anti administerirrg
i.ontinuing client

runinCt in a particular geoc,raphic area.

Clicnt:. likely to he referred are the chronically ill whu:

nqilm-, sne

priods;

neoi cY.eniie,1 program of health t,aching:

quire supportive nr therapeutir couns.:ling and shelter.

thtiir illnes,:-changed environment

pc,)7,cti, ni institutional earl, for varying

)th-r referrals may t,,. the chronically ill whose:

family canpot adjust to th. (diem !',ge by his illness;

care require:, a technology that is impozible to achieve in the

non-acni..
i".:1111();

in the clinic

or the home.

Nurs(.s workin in these ho,pitals w:ll order their own treatment proto-

iols w_lt.-sing care -plans with hirrangi. ,:nrinortive
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counseling, order roll: in,. laboratory tests. and admit and discharge
As the agml art P nitigtuiincreasing part of the total population,nurses will he assuming 1 greater responsibility in planning and de-livering their care. flow ironic it is that the only institution in healthCart, service to h, labeled with the name of "nursing" is one in wlUchso few nurses tire employed or that 111,, quality of care is often belowits maximum potential.

But nurses are hettinninu: to he educated with spial information:trot competencies in the care of the aged, for this segment of health careIitcrahv teemiwy, with potential that nurse:: ..ve yet to explore. Todate. either nurses have assumed the stain., ',en to, few in num_her. or too tI he almses to think of a' :!f ices to the presentstructure. hu; T!In. Varr of the aged has be,! lyr-:-.1ing in nursing'sagenda for tc: years.
I. wn 197(); reports the establishment of a mOregor, . interreht:ed services could he offered in onthe pn,.,I.: center for Nursing and Rehabilitation. The erthe centralization of differing services was enhanced by Ow paralleldevelopment in the department of sociology at Mount Angel Collegeof an institute of gerontolog.y, which became a powerful influence onthe thinking of the planners of the Benedictine Center.

According to the plans Pt- I tim center would 1)0 ableto ()tier a p-oi_Tatn of comprehensive extended care composedof six cerni 11;.nts: 1 the Convalescent Unit would be de-signed for patients requiring sl;:lled nursing and or rehabilita-tion; t 2 Ite:-..idential and Personal Care, for long-term patientsin need of tninimal supervision 'who would benefit from social,recreational, or occupational iiierapy, or who required per-sonal care: (3i Self-Care, for short-term rehabilitation to helppatients achieve independence in activities of daily living;(.1, !)ay Care, for aged patients reouiringservir..es not availablein ,their home; (5) Home Care, for discharged patients livingwithin a tive-to seven-mile radhN of the Center, consistingprimarily of nursing evaluation, instruction of family mem-bers, and referral to other agencies; and Os)) Out-Patient Ser-vices, composed of physical and occupational therapy, X-rayand laboratory reports. social werk consultation, psychologicaltesting, audiometrics. speech therapy, and so on (p. 173).
Hut again, the ditliculty with nurse,' moving into leadership posi-tions in nursim: homes is their lack of power and in this case money
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tO 1,,conie the itolicy-makers in such Organizations. :\loreover the de-
plorable situations existing in many -nursing" Inui; cry out for nurs-
ing .,t.vention of an expert na t urE n thc day-by-day operations of

ended-care facilities for the aged.
existing situation has gone unameliorated for such a long period
h,alth history of this country that no less than the Executive

Council of the AEL-C10 has recently (lemanth41 a nationwide cam-
paiy. !,, -clean up this nation's nursing homes." calling them a scandal
and 0 national disgrace (Atlanta Cotistitittioo, 21, 1976,

,rie Stanton admonishes:

.rhirik what we could do in health care delivery in this coun-
try, if baccalaureate gnuluates were twriintted to practice at
the optimum h..vel. Have we ever considered the waste of this
talent and the resultilg deprivation of the publiC! The fact that
.,ve have failed to help t hese graduates attain their full potential
in practice must w?igh heavily on our consciences in both
education arid serviee. We are. however, beginning to see a
.hift in the utilization of dies,- ,dwites a shift which we
!mist nurture and E.P.(( )nrage.

, . . There are three major changs which will affect bac-
calatireAte nursing educPtion of which we must be aware: (1)

ttional health insurance, (2) third-party reimbursement for
,rses a nec4.Assary part of any insurance plan, and (3) full

!.ecognition of the potential of the graduate of baccalaureate
nursing programs (1975, pp :1-4

Projecting the future of nursing practice requires the other shoe to
fall and that, other shoe is deciding what level of mwse practitioner
will deliver the projected services, either wholly or in part. The 'Akinds
of \vorkers" task force projected the next level of entry into nursing
practice to be the generalist clinician, lalwled by the seminar membeN
as PN 2. The second level of practice, they envisioned, is peopled by
1110;-,1'S Onli'l* the system prelured to give an advanced level of
nursiug earn as staff nurses in different s,Atings: namely primary and
secondary but tertiary if elected by the nurse during her educational
pro.zrani.

It was an assurnptiiin of the project, that the knowledge base funda-
ment:d to each more advanced level of nursing practice is based on a
different set of competencies, each of which is characteristic of its own
level :old which buillls on the core of secondary care nursing: the tradi-
tional role of the nurse. "Moreover, the body of knowledge expands at
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each more advaneed level of nursing practice and includes dilfen..nt
sets of common competencies necessary to the provision of primary.
secondary, and tertiary nursing services.

primary tant vidintI by the project members as the basic and
life-long point of contact for :My given episode of illness exclusively.
or it may he for 1110 (111:1111.1(RIS health monitoring likely to take place
in a future .Ielivery system. If the nation were to choose a tuitional
health care plan. I here is no doubt t hat health care provklers would need

reahga th«. 1,,rson-puwen to administer the health promotkm and
disease prevention modalities called for. And for this reason it seemed
imperative to the project members that primary care competencies be,
built into the advanced-level nursing preparatorY programs.

1\loreover. the project recommended drat tIn baccalaureate cur-
riculum in the iwgregate be focused on the preparation of graduates
to give not only secomlary care :it the beginning level, but also primary
care at tin iiinnrqg level and at the stud«Lmt's-choice either primary
care at the advanced level. secondary care at the :idvanced level, or
tent iary care at the beginning level.

Primary can «. nursing at tine beginning level was defined by the project
part icipants 115 uivMg the following characteristics: practice

56

is directe, I toward providhlg services for health maintenance and
heal th ; unot ion

toward interpreting health for individutds and groups within
the context of their sociocultural milieu.

toward developing go:ds with clients that are related to the
normal stresses of daily living.

toward treating or monitoring ,nts having selected minor
pathological conditions;

consists of processes that.

assess the health of normal individuals or client.s with rninor
pathology,

screen and either treat or refer clients who are in need of
further treatment or attention,

manage the long-term c:ce of clients with chronic health
problems,

teach the basic he:dth promotion concepts;
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In.:tilill11;1111t(q1;t11Ce;

is cOncrned ,Adth itidi,.-id.daL and _.rotips \Vithin the conteNt of
their sociocultural milieu;

is eoncerned with estaldi-diing a data base that is interpreted
cHnically;

is based on kroo.vit,ige that is lviii iv in! (.volving.
orientel contains a 0modate level of ititst ract ion. involves critical
thinl:ing;

includes the aoplicat ion of clinical research to decision-making;

occurs in a setting itaving consultive and referral services readi;::

Tertiary care wa; detIned hy the project as associated with large
'hospitals and or niedical centers. Like secondary care. it, too, is often
given in respon:e to a single episode uf illness, but tertiary care deals
with the rare and the more complex. One of the sendnar memlwrs re-
ferred to tertiary care as the care of the "super-sick" hy the "super-
speeiahzed.- And the care is often experimental in nature, or at least
asswiated with ongoing rese.,irch projects of one kind or another. Ter-
tiary care facilities are less widely dispersed geographically so that it is
difficult to provide every nursing student (liplorna, associate degTee,
baccalaureate with tertiary care experience..

Characteristics of practice in tertiary care at the heginning level are
given below. The pr:wt ice

is directed toward chents experiencing :Lento illness episodes anti
presentim.4 prohlems that are uncotninon, moderately complex,
and usually immediate;

is directed toward clients \vho have heen identified as being acutely
or critically dl;

includes the use of research in making clinical decisions;

includes making nursing judgments 1)ased on the analysis of
numerous variables and the prediction of future chnical events;

consists of the use and development of innovative and less stan-
dardized processes t hat are geared :Ind adaptml to the specific needs
of clients, outcomes are less predictable and require additional
monitoring. and a hroader knowledge base is needed from which
to draw inft4tclnces;
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is based on a broad range of principles and concepts drawn f-om
a variety of basic anE applied natural and behavioral sc'ences;

is based on clinical deci,ions to;ide from the integration of krims
edges of biophysical and psychosocial cues with recoL,nition
their implications;

inore self-directive het the nurse recognizes the 11o,, firr addi-
tional information and consultation ;row oeers Iiher_ls.vc;
practitioners;

is directed I ()ward providing leadership in the management of tare
for (groups of clients as wel1 .1:-; those personnel assigned to provide
that care;

is ,hrecte- ,iward developing collaborative relationThips with othe:.
health workers iwoviding other kinds of services to clients.

Vor t he student eiecting L11 area of concentration in priniarv eare. the
characteristics of practice are presented below. The praci ice

58

is directed toward clients from more diver:--.:iied populations re-
quiring health maintenance and Imilth prometion;

is directed toward clients in a setting whore con,;ultative and re-
ferral resources are less readily available;

consists of processes that. aro part of a cooperative endeavor if.)

set the appropriate priorities in Meeting the floods Of the
population being serVed;

coordinate the total services !tooled by individuals and g-roups;

use the ,.ippropriate consultation llliI supervision;

include independent primary assessment. such as: history,
physical, emotional and developmental diagnostic workup;

consist.: or de\ e'co:.ng innovative ',mil less standardized processes
gear.;, 1 iiI dapte : to meet the needs of individuals; groups, and

;;!:tolnles are less predictable and require ad-
ditional inorilor;ng ove a. longer period,of time;

includes knowing the nature of the community, the services avail-
able and the means of access to those services;

is based on a broad range of principles and concepts drawn from
a variety of basic .,itid applied natural and beha,,-awai sciences;
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includes making nursing judgments based on the analysis of nuiner-
ous variables and tin prediction of future clinical events;

imludes the ,plication of clinical research to decision-nlaking:

is based on ci:Hical decisions made from he integration of knowl-
edge, of biophysical and psychosocial taws with the recognition of
their implications;

directell toward providing kidership in I In management of care
for groups of client:--, as well as those personnel assigned to provide
that care;

is directed toward fleveloping collaborative relationships with
other health workers providing other kinds of care to client,s;

is more self-directive but the nurse recognizes the need to seek ad-
ditional information and consultation from peers or higher-level
prictitioners.

CLINICAL RENAISSANCE: COMING OF AGE

The disoussions of the seminar members wore focused primarily on
differentiating workers at entry level for bi.ginning staff nurse positions
responsible for secondary or primary care nursing. But graduate educa-
tion-was not, neglected. What follows is a discussion of graduate educa-
tion as it is projected to develop Over the next 25 years. The discussion
encompasses not only the seminar discussions but a review of the history
of role development for the clinical specialist and the nurse practi-
tioner. Some projections envision the accomplishment of the dreams
of nursing leaders since the beginning of "professional" schools of
nursing in this country. Others portray ,a future of blurred identity
and a now holism in health care delk'ery.

The assumptions made at the outset of the discussion %very aS follows:
I. Graduate education will he the initial preparation for the "profes-

sional nurse" within the next 25 years not only bec'ause nursing educa-
tion is following teacher education in this respect, but, because the health
care delivery system will demand increased knowledges and abilities
from nurses.

2. The graduate program in its evolution over the next decade will
continue to follow a clinical model more nearly akin to professional
schools than to schools of education and liberal arts.

3. Professional education at tlw master's level will continue within
the next decade to be based on the undergraduate major in nursing.
But generic master's programs in nursing will become the rule rather
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than the exception by the year 2000. Eventually the doctor .of nursing
science degree will be required for entry into advanced nursing practice.

4. Interdisciplinary stitdy and resetu.ch will be publicly mandated
by the year 2000 .s no single discipline will be able to solve problems
effectively in isolat:on.

For the present. the project recommends that the graduate curricu-
ium shouhl be focused on the preparation of leaders --clinical an,l
otherwise to strengthen nursing's cimtribution to health care. To
this end. tht, project recommends that graduate programs prepare to
strengthen quality, expand curricular offerings, and increase enroll-
ments.

The task forw defining kinds of nurse-providers needed by the future
health care system identified seven roles requiring master's education,
namely: the clinical specialist, the nurse practitioner, the clinical re-
searcher, the teacher, the clinical administrator, the educational ad-
ministrator, and the organizational leader. At the doctoral level this
list is similar, but, upon reflection the reader will recognize the increased
level of expertise: the high-level clinical specialist, the researcher, the
ed uca t or , the clinical administrator of complex systems, the educational
leader, and the high-level policy negotiator and leader. Neither list is
exhaustive of the positions available in nursing, but it is suggestive
of the project's suggestions tf the educational preparation required for
various categories of leadership positions in nursing.

The discussion that follows will be confined tO a description of the
clinical positions envisioned to require graduate education. Character-
istics of practice were not developed for other positions by the project's
seminar. And because so little time was devoted by the gToup at large
to defining ,the characteristics of practice for the clinical specialist and
the nurse practitioner, a rather extensive review from the literature on
functions in role is included. The review is not intended.to he exhaustive
but to serve as an aid to the curriculum developer working at the grad-
uate level.

Reality or "pie in the sky" mentality? The third level of registered
nurse practice may he describol as the expanded role of the nurse in
clinical practice. In tertiary care settings this role of the nurse is usually
called clinical specialist and in primary care settings this role is generally
called nurse practitioner. The seminar members long debated the pro-
jected functions of those roles but were unable to resolve their different
views about the labeling. Some believed the role functions tp be essen-
tially the same., therefore meriting the same name. But others felt that
the label nurse practitioner had been coined and used by different dis-
ciplines to describe a unique role for a nurse in primary care. And
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another new role may he emerging for tlw nurse in solo ori_t,troup practice
who moves from settitv; to setting '.'.'itl t client , flU(l L4 her counterpart
in medicine.

Tli CiANICAL SPMALIST

The role Of the 1-.1'..-;(' cioician is now twenty years old a g:f.: in
concept. front the Llieoretician in psychiatric nursing. Th( i(ieta of the
clioical specialist has r..)w been well twcepted but Hut work-reL 'tas
yet to be clarifted. What I .11(:WS is a discussion of the tasks of the work-
role as the,t` have evol Vet; ir:er the last twenty years. They are Offered
at some l(ngth as. a posiole "objective bank" for the curriculum de-
veloper.

The analysis of the work-role should begin with Frances Reiter
(1961)-- the titeorist who defined that role in tasks. She suggests
that the dinfea; shoult':

1. levelq; tt-ethods for tmproving the quality of care by

makir:g her own practice increasingly meaningful;

growin.?; in clinical interest and judgment m well as technical
compewnce to become an expert;

designing and directing the giving of care by other individuals
and groups;

becoming immersed in practice so thxt her nursing interven-
tion, whether .it be palliative, supportive, therapeutic, or pre-
ventive, encompasses the fullest scope of practice possible;

becoming a staff educator and consultant.

2. study nursing events and support nursing research by------

studying a clinical situation "until she has identified the essenct
of the nursing problem" (p. 16);

searching for a solution to the problem presented;

conducting a search for a solution in whichever bodies of science
are "pertinent, rather tharcbeing limited to a set of known
principles from one or two general applied sciences" (p. 7).

3. build interdependent relationships among all health-care provid:rs

taking a collalmrative place on the health team especially in
relationship to her colleagues in medicine.
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In 1964, Crawford :ulded four new tasks. They are:

1. providing continuity of care for the client -through different set-
tings-- to include home. ambulatory clinic, hospital;

2. carrying her own case loal of client:, and making her own appoint-
ments for visits in the clinic;

3. planning and making clinical follow-e'rough visits to the home;

4. becoming a role model for others (I. 32).

In 1965, Hildegard), Peplau suggested the conceptual competencies
required in the clinical specialist role. The nurse:

1. "becomes sensitized to problems . . for which nursing as yet
has no definitive answers" (p. 28);

2. "has a bro:ul base of intellectual competencies" (p. 28);

3. "has mastery of methods to analyze problems" (p. 28);

4. knows "how to use a theoretical matrix for observations-. for
formulating clinical hunches to be pursued in further clinical Work
or research" (p. 28);

5. knows "Imw to apply theory and use resources in the solution of
problems" (p. 28);

6. "brings a broader matrix of theory that can be used to note
problems meriting investigation as clinical nursing research" (p.
28);

7. "develops innovations in practice based on emerging new knowl-
edge" (p. 23);

8. "is a theoretician" (p. 28).

Such a specialist has greater freedom in her practice and can effect
clinical trials of new ways to approach nursing problems because she
is an expert clinician (p. 25). Therefore, she:

1. "is first of all a generalist . . . so she can do what is expected
of the staff nurse" (p. 28);

2. is a model of expertness representing advanced or newly develop-
ing practices to the general staff nurse: "a model to beat tradition"
(p. 29);

3. works with the "most complex problems" in nursing (p. 29);
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po:Asessing lirst-han(1 knowledge 4if the pathot :gy tlealt with,
being a nurse therapist and expe-t practitioner,
possessing relined clinical skills and assisting others to develophigh-level performances by

giving and demonstrating care.
teaching,

designing, diagnosing needs, and planning nursing care,
modifying and adjusting that plan.
intervening in the client's health-illness process usingpreventive, palliative, supportive, and therapeutic mea-sures;

interdepentlent but largely self-directed; tho practitioner is
consultant,

role model to other nurses,

role alter to pltsiciati in hospitals.

patie71 advocate in hospital sot ting and follows the client. toh()III( and return to clinic;

is directed toward expecting change. seoking out change, innovat-ing, initiating change, and possessing the freedom to explore ownfunctions;

is often (hrected t()%vard coordinating the total health care planfor the client.

THE NURSE pkAcTmONER
The view that the roh of the nurse will change with the nature andscope of other interrelatod

sysh,III:-+ is supported hy the development ofa new role for the nurse at the borderline bytween medical and nursingpractice. The hirth of this role has be-ri fraught with difficulties but istimught by s(One to be a hreakthrough for nursing in its push towardprofessional statiis. brie: history of the evolution of this role may be'iraced in ill( iiter:it(tre and it, the thoughts of our nurse practitioner

,iHnitions t.f primary care may belabor the point butup,n,
purpose,- of clarification.



At the University of Alahaina in Birmingham, primary rare is defined
xs 1) a person's first mxtu'tin :my given episode of illness with the
health care system that leads to a decision of what must he done to
help resolve his problem; and (2) the responsibility for the continuum
of care that is, maintenance of health. evaluation and management of
syinptoms, and appropriate reb.rrals. The relationship. with physicians
may be direct or remote. Nurses prtiaccing in primary care are situated
in various settings from urban university centers to the rural areas; for
the most part they work in ambulatory settings. such as hospital out-
patient departments, physicians' offices, university clinics, and health
departments (1974i.*

At Texas Won lan's 1.niversity primary care is thought. to include the
initial point of cont,act with the health care system and an assurance
of continuing contact. Primary health care facililies have been defined
as a setting providing services to meet the majority of daily personal
heali h needs. This includes the need for preventive and health mainte-
Irme program measures, and for the evaluation and management on a
cont inuing basis of general discomforts, early complaints, symptoms,
problems, and stable chronic conditions. Most of the patients using
primary care health facilities will he ambulatory, not requiring hospitali-
zation or other in-patient settings. and use the facility as a locus for
c,1/lorehensive health care service (1974 ).**

mirse )ractitioner is a member of a health-teani. according to
TH.:as Woman's 17niversity, that. serves-aS'the first contact for individ-
uals and families seeking services. facilitating their access to health
care and to the whole health system. She provides (-are to clients at. the
niHdle level between that. of the skilled community nurse and the
ftni! physician. The nurse practitioner uses her nursing background
am! skills in counseling. guidance, and health instruction, and provides
xn intem-zive service in health assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of
fr-(fuontly occurring illnesses. She is responsible for the clinical manage-
ment of those eases that fall within the scope of her competence. The
Imr(. practitioner may also owrIlinate t he care given by various me( heal
spevialists and community agencies.

'ontroversy has arisen among nurses and physicians over t he use of
wor Is must' praclitimw. (.1airn that every nurse who practices

a nurse practitioner, hut common usage says that the nurse practi-
i,:!11* is one who has expanded the traditional nursing role and assumed

`,t . are grateful to Iso1.11 n Thorp, Director of the Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
at the lnlver.,ity Alabama in Birmingham. for supplying this informa-

1,,,n.
art' ;,-,rat,! Wr;ght. (irctor th, Fam11 Nure clinician Projcrt at

\Vornar,', I'rtiverity, for -:unplying thk information.
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increased responsibility and independence in providini..; primary health
care for individuals and families.

in 196:) the first. formalize:I program for nurse practitioners the
pediatric nurse associate program w.as (hveloped at the 1" niversity
of Colurado School of Nursing in 1 1enver. Since that tinte atany mitre
programs have been established throughout the country aimed at pre-
paring not only pediatric nurse associates but. also family nurse practi-
tioners. maternal-infant ictetitiormrs. family planning prwtitioners,
and the like. Hut the preparation fur the role is not yet institutiunali:zed
into either baccalaureate or graduate progranis in nursing. The pro-
grams vary in lem.:;th .ind format from intensive on-tho-job preceptor-
ships to two-year graduate programs that prepare nurse clinicians.

The program developed in Color:Ido was designed to expand the
tradition;i1 role of the pediatric ntlr.z.e. Its :dm W:is -to prepare profes-
sional nurses to furnish comprehensive well child care to children of all
ages. to identify and appraise acute and chronic conditions anI refer
these patient; itvhi clOts in:heated. and to evaluate and temporarily
manage emergency situations unti! needed *medical assistance becomes
available" ( 1 9GT. p. 1443).

:4)11)1er-its in the program were assigned to lield offices to:

I miens I heir abilit y to 1 he physical am I psychosocial
:levelopment of well children:

study the v:iriations of growth patterns:

learn to perform developmental tests and such evaluative
procolures as

history-taking.

coillphOle physical exaniinat ions.

tan:1 al limited nuiuii tel ttf 1r:hot-at:try proceduros;

counsel parents in child-rearing practice;

carry out immunizations;

augment preventive health services:

:iriih increase the amount of child health supervision in the
communities in which they practice lit. 1444

1,f 111(. (iii(.111111:: answered by the sucee,s of this program were
I ,:\.111 clients and parents itecept the nurse pi;ictititmer? (2t \vill the

Hit "f tH PhYsician Iii conservetr and 3 viP the children receive

r-
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adopiate health carel.' 1:1)1.1111!:11,dy for all involved nursing. medicine.
children -the zinswers were a resounding: /ION. iitit 1ue::16Ins con-
tinuol to pervade the thinking of both physicians and nurses.

In Pursuit of the answers. Andrews Yankauer (19711 reviewed
the literature On nurse praci:'ioners for the time iwriod 19(1:i to 1970.
conlining their search to pediatric tonhulatory care settin,,f,s where
nurse practitioners were practicing in group practice with physicians.
They found that children receiye "at the very least equivalent care,"
"parents mid staff acceptztnce is good," and -the physician's time is
conserved."

California. 19G:I "Parents likol the concept of the expanded
role of the nurse. hut. physicians and some nurses were less
accepting;"

(alifornia. )1018 119; Concept and lirm't ice of expanded role
"caught lire" and is now widely accepted in state's public
health services;

New York (:\ lontetioro, 1966: "Ilse of experimental ;Ind con-
trol groups; experimental group parents accepted the nurse
well and were slightly ntHre satislied with the care they
received than control group parents;"

Colorado. 19117: "Silver found that 71 percent of all patients'
visits to an urban neighborhood health station could be
handled by a nurse przwtitioner alone. About half the chil-
drn were well, half ill. For another 11 percent, Ill(' nuNe
required telephone conversation with the physician, while
in the remainder, the patient was referred 1,, a phy,tician
medical facility for further care" (pp. 505

Nurses functioned %Yell in these roles because. its :\lereness empha-
sizes. 'Many functions and other aspects of the pediatric nurse practi-
tioner rule are row reviduthuOiry or new to nursing theory. indeed,
basic nursing education is now increasing the preparation of nurses in
health maintenance skills. Flow( vet-, the health care systum in which a

phwed has not, until very recently. allowed her ¶o use her
potent iztl" (1970

,19721 identitied nine ar,,z1.: cornp,,,,,in,g the scope of medical
.practice. They inclu,h, practitiono...ls ability to:

a thorough tnedical history;

2. perform a complete physical exaniin:16)n:
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develop :1 dilIerential diagnosis;

perform a variety of diagnostic te-os and procedures;

5. reach a specific diagnosis;

1. pr(scrilie a plan of care;

7. e(ainsel parents and families in r(.,:ard to health maintenance and
teaching (nutrition. personal hygiene. medical managenwnt and
maintenance);

S. recognize forces .111(i re:=ources in a given community that assist
or inhibit individuals and families in coping with their on-going
}malt h-illness problems;

9. identify social and psychological factors inherent in health-illness
situations that servo as components of the problem.

:-flo continues by stating that "ex,'eot for the last two, all of the
above nine have been hitherto thotn.t.ht to be tl-w prerogative of the
physician to a greater or lesser extent.- . :ow it is "believed that the
first four can he carried out by t.hree individuals within the health
,.are industry": the physician, the physHan's assistant, and the nurse
practitioner. is my further contention,- asserts Dr. rahy,, "timIt
funciions five through nine art hest carried out by two groups "Physi-
cians and nurses in an interdependent, collegial, and collaborative
manner. This will require definitive overlapping am'. ,,,ollaborative edu-
cation in li, .:H-n;..es, soft se;ences, socialfzatiol processes, clinical
prepa-a-rit: training" a;:.1 -it is a the realm of strategies
t'w. sharing :it H ucating for them that the b:.11r le of depen(lence-
interdepend,nce will be 1.-r...;nmered out." (p.

'Flue seminar ,nemiql..., nroject,-,i that the traditional role of the coin-
n;unit y heal h r'orse expart, 1:1 include some Init not all of the fol-
iowir-42- for the in,lividua; pract;.tior,er :if nursing;

;11:. htth-illnes;.; status of clients bY

s..Turing and ,...mnpiete health history and iTitically
evaluating

H.'.7,-idual and family health 1.0eds;

lwritirlliirli! :I !,toplez,, pliv.;ical examination using the iechnioues
,b-er at ion, inspect lttt . atulcult at ion palpat ion. percussiote

and communjent a in ;



developing a differential diagnosis by discriminating between
normal and abnormal findMgs in health history :uid physical t.ssess-
ment;

performing selected diagnostic tests and procedures, such as hear-
ing tosts pap smears. pulmonary function tests. selected lalmratoi y
diagnostic tests;

rcaching a specific diagnosis, deciding which persons can be served
by nurses and which ones are to be referrol to physicians arpl othe
agencies;

prescribing a idan of care;

monitoring client's health under plan prescribed, such as
common medica problems: otitis media. sore throat . con-
junctivitis. infant and adult gastroenteritis, pneumonia. uri-
nary tract infections. common skin disorders,

sta'.1le phases of chronic illnesses: diabetes. chronic obstruc-
tion. congestive heart failure, arthritis, hypertension, arterio-
sclerotic disease.

uncomplicated ante- and post-partum care: provides counsel-
ing and guidance to thc client and assists in the selection of
alFAropriate contraceptive,

care of minor accilons LI include suturing;

counseling and teaching clients and families: health maintenance,
nutrition, personal hygiene. medical management, management of
emotional stress;

acting independently in meeting health needs through anticipatory
guiilance and relevant health teaching to promote optimal physica,
and mental health :md to prevent illness;

recognizing forces and resources in a given community that assist
or inhibit individuals and families in coping with their Ongoing
health-illness pr, "ems;

identifying social and p,4yehological factors inherent in health-
illness situations:

observes and evaluates the client's emotional condition,

recognizes behavior anI attitudes that influence individual
and family health,

counsels and supports individuals and families:
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coordinating Inalth managoment:

collaborates in devising ways to deliver health care,

iolvocates clients' interest from home to clinic to hospital,

makes home visits, school visits, visits to industries,

cares for the aged: ccnducts clinics, visits home and extended
care facility.

r7
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CHAPTER 4

A Taxonomy of Nursing Competencies

The collocation of kinds and types of nurse-providers matched to
corresponding sets of nurse behaviors was derived from a model of
nursing practice adopted early in the deliberations of the seminar. The
model was based on old and new ideas and then synthesized into a
paradigm that could be used for planning curricular structure. (Please
see chapter 2 for a discussion of the moliel.)

It was assumed by the participants that the nursing role could be
broadly classified into sets of behaviors known in the aggregate as the
nursing process. Moreover, each service occupation has like procedures
that can be categorized into a process for appraising the client's pre-
senting problem, deciding up(m a remedy, devising a strategy for ad-
ministering the remedy, and evaluating the results of its application.
The question facing the project participants was how much of this
process is essentially cognitive, how much affective, and how much
technical proficiency. In whlition, the emerging role for the nurse
practitioner has raised a further question of where the borderline be-
tween medical and nursing practice lies. Will the nurse continue to be
engaged predominantly in giving "care'', as she always has, or will her
functions now extend to cure, the traditional provin.',- of the physician?

But the care-cure dichotomy is a false one because care is an im-
portant part of thc province of the physician also. Thomas (1972) ob-
served as a physician that :

Now that. science has enterell medicine in full force, we must
begin to sort out our affairs. From now on we will need, a.s
never before, to keep these central enterprises to cure, to re-
lieve, to comfort clearly separated from each other in our
minds. They do not really overlap, but we tend to view them--
and. the public, of course, takes the same vie N. as though they
were all of a piece, all the same body of tech ology, all derived
from science, all modern . . . !and] . . . we (14 not like to con-
fess to ourselves that so many of the thingA that we do are
proviill simply fo comfort and reassurtkee. Somehow,
these have come to seem less significant produks than a cure,
so we try, consciously or unconsciously, to pretotid that there
is more continuity than is really there, that. evedtthing we do
is directed toward the same end (p. 32).
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instead of the usual dichotomies such as the care-cuiv one men7,_
ti(tmed above it is more helpful to I hink of the activities of the person
practicing in a service occupation as a process, such as. in the case of
nursing. the nursing proee;s, or in the case of medicine, the therapeutic
process. Each health care discipline differs from the next in the scope
of those activities it considers central to its work. but there is Ill) doubt
that many activities and purposes are shared. Hach profession appraises
t he client's presenting problem, decides upon a solution. devises a plan
for accomplislUng the remedy selected. implements the plan, and eval-
uates its application.

The nursing process is well enunciated in the National League fur
Nursing's publication entitled l'Ita.,urtcri.,:tics ate Edueutioi?

.\:urslarl, (`XaIl1p)) :

ass, implviurr,t, anci out/nate nursing care wit h

clients individuals. families. commatt.ities.

utilize theoretieal and empirical knttwledge from t he physical
and behavioral soiences and humanities as a source for mak-
ing oursitly practicf, (lerizion;;.

utilize decision-making theories in detc.rinining car, pkws,
or ip/cm otions for achieving comprehensive nursing

t_toals.

'itt T1111.,:ing inti.rvi.ntiolls as hypotheses to be tested;
ahticipa?t, a variety of 1o05opirmtes and nulire predictions:
and :,elect and evaluate the effectiveness Of altern(te r:;)-

proarlics (1). 1: italics ours,.

The rendering of the nursing process into specific haaviors intel-
lectual, human, and technical was a task the seminar members
(liligently pursued during much of the time th,.--y spent together. The
immediately following sections of this chapt, present their work
) dited tinI sometimes rearrangol by staff anti c( nsultants.

CONCEPTUAL COMPFJENCIES

The ability to use intellectual proces.:es differentiates more than
itny other variable the beginning worker from one who enters the
system at a higher level or at lvances to higher levels via relevant clinical
experience. The task force that (lescribed the varying levels of conceptual
competencies profoundly felt that the abilit y to use intellectual pro-
cesses was enhance,i by t he acquisition of meaningful information sot',



sequently called by them the hast.." The (-11....MitiY1' prece,s,
they conclutioi is the same fur all uf nurse-providers
enhanced by knowing what clinical cucs tu observe. how :heir con-
figuration, are impt)rtant what probable inferences to make al,out
them. what. nursing stra-gies will corree. unhalaneed physiological
OF emotional state in the ch-nt. and how the effectiveness
of the nursing ac11 selected. And it i, this , Met ion this know-
ing --that tiifierentiates the separate levels of nursing practic.

Essentially there are two and maybe inure ways of I:flowing ast-I
by On, nurse in performing chnical ser\-ices. The first inay be thought
of ..ts Liieureticai that is. the :tbility to reason frum necessary rolations
between a configuration to ;1 subset of lesser cues or If the ,t1)-
server posss;es, sufficient theoretical knowlol:',e. weil-grountie,1 in fact
ii indeed, he or she is so confident of the rail ions the eon_
figuration and the relevant as to argue that the ..:ystem
tho subsystem have a necessary Mation upon ,A,serying the sub-
system she may as.-..ert that the configuration is prs,ent. This is a form
of deductive logic. :Intl the :irgumt,nt is jus' good as. :Intl no better
than, the knowletigo t,n which it is logic :s also used
hut les: frequently in clinical events nn,1 -:uations of an inunediate
nature.

The ,h-s,Tiption knrrxi:n..,, ..cenerally
familiar to curriculum w(,rb-r.-: via

Drawing libttrally froin
c(OnpoT.c.ncirs Its t it-arnt,i ,)f pe..-f,,rm those :tc!it'i,
Hies that:

ill 7. HI-

ientity ne,,,:s and resources:

arialy7t, anti .synthesf:.,, into Hit.ica.
,";:tluative proces_st.ts irto new unierstardings new ways

conceptualizing events :tn-I sit uat Hns:

k-1-4-;kto new ;cid new pryt-s,,,,

These abilities may b, jli

seeing, ,,,ilserving. and rt.cogn=g
and environmental cues;

ppraising, assessing. (,f

criteri.t
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CONCEPTUAL COMPETENCIES:
GENERAL

Recogni7es Irvforrnation
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CONCEPTUAL COMPETENCIES:
SPECIFIC FOR CLIENT AND

HETH CARE AGENCY

Recognize Cue':

8

''1';7;:f',P7-
,



Recognizes Cues (.:n1..)

Crv.lronn,c,ntal e...,ents, and sItuatlon-,
berinr,inr. mformatirxn sets

EI,SN MSN DSN

o-mrlex knowle:lpe basr-
IminueratiormomlIntras/stem rrlatinnsh,

winnemit umetam
smali wrou:s

somplre. systems
inamemesloommiIntersystem relattonshis

simple interc.nsr
marl), tearns

lifILMIPIDAWASIMINGEIMIMBINIMI,1111111MMrpPr Interdisciplinar; teams
Iereausowleariaffirimon.complex a:encies and organiza-

1:ons

Compares Cues, Events, and
Situations to Learned Criteria

Descriptive data (norms demo-
wraphic)

!ignommicilvisemoss*simmIssown!Generahzatrans

Facts

Lawsconcepts-pririple
Theories-madls

mirixemersomusiirsompft
Identifies

NeedE,

,..;ithin a system

between s,'57.,tems

resources ourrenti; prescjnt,
Constraints

within yster-r-s'

between systeri,;
iw;t1i yaryinv !0-i f rhl!

82
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Identifies (coot.)

Potentials

within a systemD

hetween systems'

Values

.r.athin a system

between systems'

Decides On (Inference)

Workinct theory for problem
presented and cor"ares ti

descriptive data

facts

teneralizations

concepts-laws-principles

theories-models

'itermines alternatives and
remedies

intrasystern

intersystemt

Determines plan of action

ls and purposes'

specific strategies"

need for adapting or modifying
usual solution to event or
situation"

sequence of action (factorinq

brioritiesi

1r,DN BSN MSN DSN

I. ,.;i7 i41 rihni in !}D. rimr:1:,tprKtit.-
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Predicts (Goes Beyond Information
Given)

Anticipates ootcomes

within a system

between systems

Develops

New or different ideas and proposals

within system

between systEms

Evaluates Feedback Informption
From Cues, Events, Situations

BehaViOrt

Physiologicali

Environmental

Within a systerni

Between systernsl

Creates New Knowledge

Ways of conceptualizing

Ways of doing

Principles-concepts theort?.s

Models

tHiivarvH2'.V.

almvv.

ADN BSN MSN DSN

oomplpv.ily ,!,--,rih(qi iii Op. charactorit.ir,; of prac'....T,
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Thf' St'tlrinIr'S 11 ttl:hile I he fm1.-

'0WirW ls:4111-1110:PITIS:

1. Tilt' t'O'glIIH.V(' proce- H.eftui .1..,t ,f by the complexity of
the nursing events or sit e,;,.tion,. with which the :iurse nwst (leal. Con-
s,oquently, c'Hnicid requi,!s wore information for her
pracjiee than does the lr....;irming practitiwier in secondary care. So it
can be asswiled that the larg.r the amount of roh.va,it infol-moion
possessed hy the ruh'se. the more will .be her abiht:... to deal etfectivy
with complex variahie: in :Any situation. Complexity varies with:

the nature of t1-.. ehnt,

hi ollee ;ri the healdl-illnoss continuum,

w.hethei L an group, organization,
;,010 m unit v,

the natti..c ( col 0.1ti1 ining docision-making pro-
cys;,,

the n,:mber :.yst,ms subsystem:. involved in the de-

the setting for sei vices.

"z"e Ch:110 2 fo' detinit i(;ti of the client and the projeers
model of ttursit g

2. 'rile duration of tile cli,,rt of the nurse. , interv,.ntion is also a
f:wtor in the cot...niti.e proces,; Consequently the larger the range of
info:mation proc'.,ssed by the nurse. the greate... wdl her ability to
deal effectivily and simul^,aneously with the many complex variables
in any nursing ev( nt, and to predict and manipulat.e hoth the immediate
and long-term c.--1;.eet of her intervention She knows the half-life of in-
forma. ion. Ai(weover, the smaller the knowledge base posse:;sed hy the
nurse. L.,10 more circumscribed is her iu predict and manip-
ulalp nucsing event roc the het tertm,nt of her client's, welfare
result Yr tlff Interventi,)n; therefore. she ton4k dw.11 with the irn-
media, anl lie concrete.

:,, As is stated in the taxonomy, tho task force members felt that,
t .,.mount of information known to tlie nurse if lan.ze would en-
Hine( sugge.-t hypotheses and :ternative omurses, of aetien
trid n ..;equently her ditierentiate among them. And the more
flexi'.)le -,P..rnitive style, the more metho(ls of inquiry known to her.
theh the ti. e likely she is to stig,4est new proposals. to plan alterna-
tives. and to reconize constraints.
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111 hy forgotten that cognitive lu-

\h)r r(siln ii utif. !Hilt! hehaviers have COnSe-
Ipit'rn',. for !lit' Iltflt that ram:e from the optUnid to the disastrous.
Thereti.re. it that irore information will lead to more

,T,,!,,I :mences in a variety of :,,,:tith care set
Pre,liction t it a a it Him (11 tho Ii.ci...;i(g1 varies
with

t ht. n;i.il+ri ;.hi' 4 lien!.

thf' I d (i",ined.at, Ii i;ng-term; in t hi. nursing

the t'iergy y CYp,,q1,11,1 :it. required.

,.estiln7,t.! .nnlil:101 trauma iphys!ological, emo-
t IOflii, ec,;1,.giyal .

h, eon uo:lees of the hibhavior,:, it ho,....,

'...Itior- at issue.

Th, .ittrilones (if the practitioner influence the
pp, es,, :Itl,oitc.:11 less for immediate than for long-term deci-

.-1111 .us. Persons vary in cognitive style frotn relational to
CHist. v alsn vary in their ability to influence others or

att.t.tet ill; to a particular program hy their charismatic ways.
ak aiics front nurse to nursi, hut ailects her decisions and

profoundly.
etiHronmental setting often determino,-; the need for a nurse

le.;!; conceptual abilities. It is the of cues that the
. ust c-,ess both in nurnher and diversii_,. thiit determines which

nurse should h.- doing what in the environmental setting:

the tho number of cues to he evaluated, then the less
infonlation the nurse requires:

nore open and flexihle the cognitive process of the
nurse, then the less need for a structured environment ;

tl7e more i,rohaille outcomes she knows, then the more will-
Hg she will he to take risks.

The larger the knowledge haS0 pos,se::so i hy the nure. the greater
be her ability to increase her

sna n of reslionsihility

Sf; 8



perception of reality

uftlerstanding of the varying relatiiirisships among sub-
systems and therefore Iter ability to intervene and inanipu-
Int, factors to reach more optimal states.

Undi'rst:Ind What Mail iS. . . under:timil him
is to understand the world, for ht. is similar to the world in

eottruetioti, Ile is the hlicrocosin, t hi macrocosm in

(o ro (1(7 So oil, ita

IIEN.1 AN COMPETENCIES

The human abilities requisite for nursing practice were identified hy
it special task group of project niember:-'. composed of both educators
and praci it ioners. Hill interests varied. their settings for practice dif-
'ere( I. nIH Heir teaching expertise was divided among hohe exist ing levels
of our,ing e:hication. This group met several times (luring the course
()f the project often iz.enerating heated discussions and culminatA

oil elforts only last year ad 1171 Ill-I ay.meeting. The group insisted
until the very end that the human abilities of the nurse could not In'
soparated from the 11:11 and functional ones even for purposes
if Still ly but agreed that their end product was a worthwhile document

from which others could henelit if only in a heuristic way.
The task f ()ref, defined human competencies as Hirned abilities or

given aptitudes Til perform interactive behaviors that are designed for
the faciiitatitm of self or others in a particular environment. Human
abilities. the task group said, are a vehicle for personalized implementa-
tion of intellectual and technical competencies. arid they often cannot
he accomplished apart from them. To pitra,:e this idea in another way,
it might be said that human a it es are a synergistic. process through
\vhich intellectual competencies It merged ,v.ith technical behavior...,
and becoine .oumanize(l.

hese n.1)ilit is may I hroadly elassili01 Hi) measures for:

interpersonal interacti(in between two or more persons);

intrapersotrJ interaction (between the cognitive and affec-
tive self!.

Interaction occurs with or without overt communication and it creates
change Ili varying system levels in individuals. groups organizati:41s,
communities, or even larger systems.

9 0
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itionau ainht .s consist of the use of the self to:

develop a sense of trust ;111,1 comfort in tin interpersonal
rekti ionship;

velop cm pat hy for an, i ace.,ptatice t ot her's hehavior;

communicate with ()th(,c,...,.,

establish mutual and reciprocal working relationships witlr
clients.

The assumptions made hy the titsl, group working on the taxonomy
of human competencies are:

1. 1 1 iiiiiofl abilities can he 'earned hy increasing the amount of in-
formation known to t In, nurse, by trial and effor or experiential learn-
ing, by imitation Of In' )(leis, or by other role% ant ways, but the self-
same t 1111 :0-1. internalized hy the nurse at a higher level of cogni-
tion. I nndle-: nal knowing is one thing, pathos another, but both are

'.vith developing 11 relationship significant to the participants.
2. lie 1 t u variahles concertA with the internalization of knowl-

edge a a , 1 pathos hy individuals is a cognitive screen through which
the nur.., oHservat ions !Oust pass before they are charged with mean-
ing. Therefore, it seemed rational to believe that the more holistic the
unlerstanding of the human condition possessed by the nurse, the more
open t he screen, t hen the greater ller aidlity to deal \*ith tht, complexities
of intra- and interpersonal interact lens. Complexity is determined by:

11 (IrSe'S ::eflsitiVitY to self aml others;

the nurse's flexibility, particularly as it relates to her
ability to assess twrsons and situations and to recognize
alternative nn.t hods of crisis or problem resolution*;

the nurse's tolerance for. ambiguit y;

the nurse's ability to communicate with others both overtly
and covertly.

Anotlwr of the variahles concernol with the internalization of
pathos hy imhviduals Is (l1('(' again a perceptual one. That is to say,
the more the nty:-, is alde to conceptualize life's small moments and
developmental eras from the viewpoint of the other, relate to the

'The task group suspected that this variahle Was ridIttod to Itokeach's "open and
,:losed mind" notions ahoth personality.

Sti
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other in his own b.:tlito of reference. hen the more will Ir lot ability
to create an intero,Ts(inal relationship that is meaningful to the client.

4. FIPotional mat OH y is :1.11((tIler cogent factor in the developmpnt.
of human ab;lities. 'Hie less egocentric the needs of the nurse are, the
lesS 4 h'fiThiV( shl' k, I li(11 t h(T to help others, to find
self-reaHation III {ler ,,wn thoughts and actions, :MIL consequently,
the !nor,. is her :Lhility to relate to others in a tnanner that is warm aNd
positive.

5. The nun., I,ositiVI' Ii self-concect of the nurse, the more know_
ing an'l acceptim4 she is of her own behavior, the more she recognizes
her Own capabiliti,.:- 001 limitrit ions, then the greater is he; :tbility to
interact comfortably with others and have them respond in a like
manner.

G. Another of the often overlooked factors coneerned with the de-
elopment of human :thilit ies is the nurse's value system. The nlorc.

humanistic the nnml-set, the broa(ler t.he value system, the great.er
the rospet't the nurse has for the human condition (including man's
potentials and limitations), the greatur her capacity for causing a
positive change in the thinking and behavior of the other.

7. The need is pwamount for the nurse t.o remain as objective as
possible in her observations of behavior and in her interpreLation of
situations. It was assumed, in fact, that the more the nurse is able to
divorce herself from current social constraints or prevalent and f:uldish
theories of behavior, then the more open she coul(l be in interacting
effectively with the oth...r.

8. The nurse is more able in human abilities when she recognizes her
own self-boundaries (i.e., recognizes her own feelings aml distinguishes
them from those of others, describes her own likes and dislikes, expresses
her own value system and personal goals) and is open_to experience
without being thre:ttened or overwhelmed.

9. Students learn human abilities in a hierarchical fashion. They
rst learn comfort and courtesy measures, and with this learning Ciey
(Tome more aware of themselves as persons. Th:ir awareness further

in. s as they learn to he empat heti, and accepting of the other's
behavior. It is only then that the learner c:.11 begin to establish mutual
and reciprocal interpersonal relationships that are the therapeuti
tools for helping t he other. Graphically this process is shown in Figure 6.

89
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MUTUAL AND RECIPROCAL INTERPiJRSONAL

WORKING ELATIONSHiP

z (tool of therapeutic relationships)0

EMPATHY AND ACCEPTANCE OF OTHER'S
z

BEHAVIOR

(awareness of others beins)
0 '0 L

COMFORT AND COURTESY

(self-aw:)reness hoHns)

Figure 6

If)

0
co

1

. . . programs ttAnd to look at ;la- likral arts cours(.s
mainly in terms of hw mu,.11 knowledge can be "used.' in
nursin,:., rather than as liberalizing, hlimanizinx influences
that. stretch the minds and thought of the students

Peplau

We educators kn4iw very little about how human abiliti,.s are learned;
our assumptions about these mat tors ar, therefore very much colored
by the schools we have atten, I 0, or tho personality theorists who have
spoken to our own unique psychic needs. The. task force working on
identifying human abilities often reached iinpas, in ideology, hut in
:trospect it is more than interesting to compare the assumptions of

this group with those of Arthur W. Comb:: at the rniversity of
Florida.

For mon, than twelve years the psychol'agy department at the Uni-
vrsity of Horida has produrt.--d a of research s',1c,dies on good
and poor practitioners in the various helping professions, including
college and public school teaAing, nor:ing, counseling, and the rela-
tionship of priests t.o parishioners.

Dr. Combs (1971) reports that:

90

In our research we found clear differences between the good
helpers and the poor nes on tli( basis of their beliefs ab::t2.t. Drr
major areas. The first was their beliefs about the important
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formula. you put in
1 t Ilk irst pIttee, what we call the program

tit. 2).

It is important for persons engatzed in the training of practi-
tioners to understand the schoIar-practitioner distinction, he-
cause they call for quite ,Iilferent approaches to the problems
of education. The,trainircr of scholars can he highly academic;
the training of practitioners must. he persontd zind experiential.
\Vhat is more, it must he understrod the scholars and the
practitioners are likely never to tmdrstand or approve of each
other. In medicine. for example, there two the practitioners, the
clinicians, the th..46tors; hut the scholars, the biologists, and
people With the Ph. ps t hey took at those who are practicing
medicine aryl my God, how unscientific .can you
get?" (p. 21
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HUMAN COMPETENCIES IN
NURSING PRACTICE

Role Adaptation

Reflects on own actions

Strives for objectivity

Realizes self-accountability

Maintains reality orientation

Maintains probability orientation

Achieves insight

Becomes self-aware

strives for development of self-
awareness

maintains self-awareness

Feels secure in own self-worth

Uses intuition effectively

Maintains adaptability and
flexibility

Develops and maintains social
consciousness

Interactional Adaptation: Attitudinal
(what the nurse feels in her own role
adaptation)

Feels warmth, concern, respect for
client

Desires to give protection, support,
and recognition

Trusts, believes, has faith in client's
self-processes

Trusts behavior to have meaning;
always goal-directed

Feels commitment and responsi-
bility

ADN BSN MSN DSN
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Interactional Adaptatioo: Attitudhlal
(cont.)

Appreciates individual worth J:nd
uniqueness*

Appreciates reciprocalness in
interpersonal processes

Empathizes with client in relation
to:

cultural identity

belief and value system

ways of perceiving and knowing

personality structure

Understands that all behavior is
goal-directed

Feels unconditional positive regard
for clier t

Maintains holistic interest in an
understanding of the nature of
man

Interactional Adaptation: Behavioral
(how the nurse behaves and how it
can be interpreted by others)

Focuses on others (expresses inter-
est, offers assistance, able to
make others laugh, diverts, rein-
forces desired responses, shows
concern and interest that may be
interpreted as affability, warmth,
caring, respect: introduces self,
calls client by name, looks di-
rectly at client, toucheF, listens,
responds to questions, provides
information, elicits information,
maintains availability)

ADN BSN MSI\! I DSN

'11-1

Levels of appreciation may vary from "does not impose own values" to "respects
client's life choices."
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Interactionr41 Adaptation: Fiehavioral
(coot.)

Respects and maintains self-
boundarittst (recognizes own feel-
ings and beliefs and distinguishes
them from client's feelings and
beliefs; expresses own value sys-
tem and personal goals; is open
to experience without being
threatened or over.vhelmed)

Accepts negative feelings from
cHent

dependence

aggression and hostility: overt

covert

rejection: overt

covert

Perceives, respects, and considers
relationships between interper-
sonal systems; views individual in
context of socia

Perceives client as a total system

believes in potentialities

respects decisions

accepts limitations

Perceives, re...pects, and considers
client's pesonal spacet

Uses other's frame of referencet

Accepts client's positive regard as
manifested by his positive be-
havior

Respects and considers client's
needs and their priority to him

tLevels of this dimension vary.

, ADN
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Interactional Adaptat:on: Synthesis
(accommodation of attitudinal and
behavioral interactional adaptation)

Protects and supports

Accepts others noncritically

accepts Hmitatiors

recognizes potentialities

feels unccnditional positive
regard

Nurtures by strengthening, comfort-
ing, consoling, and sharing

Develops rapport

listens

promotes growth

fosters self-realization

Evokes data of an emotional nature

listens

deliberately and verballyf

Interprets data and makes appro-
, priate for clientt

Deals appropriately with normal
responses (overt/covert)

Helps client deal with stresst

Helps client deal with dissonance

deals with client's conflicts

recognizes

manages

resolves

tLevels of this dimension vary.

1 0 1
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Interactional Adaptation: Synthesis
(cont.)

Helps client deal with dissonance
(cont.)

reconciles conflicting needs

intervenes in crisis

suggests alternatives:

recognizes

creates

Deals with abnormal responses

oyeri.

covert

Helps groups to deal with stress

usual

abnormal

Assists clients to achieve growth
and understanding

listens

analyzes

promotes 7:2' real ization

C uides, lfrects, activates and
structures eyelts and situations

Motivates, acts as a catalyst, moves
clients toward a solution

Facilitates

Sets limits

Compromises

Teaches clients

Demonstrates

1 0

ADN BSN MSN , DSN
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Interactional Adaptation: Synthesis
(cont.)

Structures interpersonal interac-
tions according to client's:

belief system

value system

personality structure

Knows timing

Coordinates

Collaborates

Manipulates

Consults

Models

ADN BSN MSN DSN

FUNCTIONAL COMPETENCIES

Functional competencies, when separated from intellectual or af-
fective abilities, are easily taught, and learned but they are never used
exclusively.

Functional competencies were defined by the project members as the
learned ability to perform competently those activities that:

--are basically psychomotor oc manipulative;
-insure physical comfort and safety for the client;

---implement diagnostic, preventive, and treatment modalities
and protocols.

Functional competencies may be broadly classified into measures for:

--comfort, hygiene, and safety;
nutrition, fluids. excretion, and secretion;
--diagnosis and treatment.

But technieal tasks and competencies change as do health care prob-
lems confronted by a particular culture. In our own society within the
next twenty to forty years there will be shifts in the population's
mean nge, an increase in sociocultural diseases, a shift from care highly
oriented to illness to delivery strategies aimed at preventing disease
and promoting health. As the focus changes in these areas, the public
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nandato to nurses will i'llanue, necessitating the acquisition of new
technical skills hy the nurse as her old ones obsolesce and disappear.

Moreover, tychnologies will expand ant! improve in acute illness care
causing the specific tasks in nursimr services to change. New discoveries
and mon, scientific knowlvdge will modify the nurse's activities. Nurses
will be required to acquire new functional a.bilities on a continuing
basis. There are predicted changes in the population ratios, in new
kinds of health tasks in communication technology. in health care
delivery patterns. and in the balance of power between providers and
the public. New functional abilities will be mandated for nurses by
these chang. The blurring of role, for health care providers will also
oblige nurses to acquire new skills.

The task group working on the taxonomy of functional competencies
made the following assumptions:

1. Tlw greater the understanding of biophysical processes possessed
by the nurse, then the more is her ability to deal effectively with complex
variables in nursing events and situations of a highly technical nature.
Complexity varies with the need for maintaining or manipulating
various system levels (i.e., cells, organs. systems, organisms) or the
interrelationsh i S within and between them.

2. The setting for practice also influences the decisi9n about which
nurse should be practicing there. The more structured or controlled
the setting in which nursing events or situations .occUr, then the-more
back-up support aml direct supervision should he available. Functional
tasks may be delegated to workers with less cognitive aml human skills
when expert help is readily available. Or to phrase this not4m in a
slightly different manner, the greater the understanding of bio0hysical
processes possessed by the nurse. the greater the number of lessIknowl-
edgeable assistants for whom she may accept responsibility. S lected
technical tasks may be performed safely by those who lack a broad
understanding of physiological processes if adequate and imm diate
supervision is available.

3. The greater the degree of acute physiological illness, then th6 more
technical tasks there are to be performed usually. The more severe the
degree of illness, the greater the need fo,- direct care to be given by
nurses with more understanding of hiophysiological reactions.

4. The more complex the nursing situation is, then the more highly
developed and interrelated the skills required including functional, con-
ceptual, and human ones.

5. Students learn functional skills by practicing them. And there is
no substitute for practicing these skills in the "human" laboratory,
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on the clinical units, in the medical and nursing clinics. Functional
skills obsolesce if not practiced consistendy.

Graphically the assumptions are shown in Figure 7.
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FUNCTIONAL COMPETENCIES IN
NURZING PRACTICE

Comfort

Positioning

Ambulating

Manipulation and control of im-
mediate environment: e.g., noise,
temperature, humidity, sensory
input, bed linens, accessories

Hygiene

Maintain and restore integrity of
skin, mucous membrane and ap-
pendages

Basic care of intact skin and simple
prostheses (eyeglasses and den-
tures)

Advanced care of decubiti, os-
tomies, and braces

Safety

Protection against infection

aseptic techniques including
isolation procedures

basic environmental hygiene

proper use, care, and disinfection
of equipment

Protection againsi environment

insure safety of basic equipment
prior to and during usc: e.g.,
wheel locks, Stryker frames,
wheel chairs, hot water bottles

insure safety of advanced equip-
ment prior to and during use:
e.g., electrical equipment, spe-
cialty equipment

ADN BSN
1

MSN DSN !
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Safety (co:It.)

Prore%:tin aiyau nsT. self and other,-,

use of restraints, both physical
and environmental, includini;
bed raik, drug se,:urity and
other nece,.;sary measures

Nutrition and Fluid

Preparation for nutritional and
fluid intake

',1SN DS7:

iansorasersumatommonssisimiensmol

Establish, adrninir. and rhnitor
route

per OS Imismonossommilmmonai

per tube

parenterally

Excretion and Secretion

Measure and estimate fluid losses

Describe attributes of fluid, ex-
cretory, and secretory losses

Provide for secretion-excretion
removal

basic--oral, pharyngeal. suction,
enemas

advancedclapping and percus-
sive respiratory techniques

tracheal suctioning

catheterization

gastric aspiration liammemimmarammumupwamm

Establish and maintain drainage
systems

Iliammumillasummoiumwm, alme

ammsom,Eimmailmomesmiimmgemi

simple: e.g., humidifiers, nehu
lizers, Isolettes

complex. e.g., MAd., Bourne.
Emerson
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Treatment (cont.)

Perform minor surgery (cont.)

perform resuscitative measures

basic: artificial respiration, ex-
ternal cardiac massage

advanced: emergency trache-
ostomy, defibrillation

deliver babies

post-mortem

occupational and recreational
therapy

religious sacraments

,
AUN BSN MSN

1

USNt 1
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CHAPTER 5

An Overview of the Theoretical Framework

The purpose of this section is to summarize the assumption?, upon
which the york of the project is hased. Each assumption is listed in its
simplest form and offered for its heuristic value to the curriculum de-
veloper.. In the preceding volume, A Workbook on the Environments of
Nursing, these assumptions were explained in detail.

SYSTEMS THEOIty

The first assumption is the notion of "systems" . and "systems
theory." This notion is at the core of the project's products, schemas,
taxonomies, recommendations, Systems theorY was selected because
it was the best means of Passage from the present to the future: All
other assumptions follow from this one.

IIEAETO CARE

Health care may be defined as an interdependent system composed
of a set of service components and, as such. is as sum:eptible to change
caused ly social issues and advances as are other systenls in society,
such as edue:ttion, government, organized religion, or an even more ab-
stract system such as science.

The weight of opinion about the place of health care in society has
changed to the belief that health care is everY Person's right, and the
public is demanding. through social and governmental processes,
-equitable health care for all citizens. As.a consequence Congress is con-
cerning itself with a governmental plan for the national distribution of
health services and national health financing will be forthcoming within
the next decade. When tbis event haPPens, the health care system will
compete with other social interests for its share of the tax dollar; one-
half of healto care costs are Bely to be funded nationally.

The balance of power concerning health Policy determination is
changing. More than ever before in our history, the control of health
policy and funding will be less exclusively in the hands of health care
professionals. A change in the mixture of public and private health care
delivery systems, resulting from national health financing, will neces-
sitate more attention being given to regulating the interrelationship be-
tween the two. National and :or regional health policy boards will be
established.
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The public sector of health care is likely to be reorganized by one
of several difTerent structures: (1) categories of care (primary, secon-
(lary, tertiary); (2) health maintenance organizations with tie-in to
secondary and tertiary centers; or (3) a regionalization-of-services plan.
Health maintenance and disease prevention models will include the use
of sophisticated technology and especially multiphasic screening that
'assists in differentiating the healthy client, the early sick client, and'
the ill client.

The role of the hospital will change when disease prevention and
health promotion become a reality. Secondary care centers will continue
to provide services for routine surgeries, deliveries, and treatment of
diseases presenting acute episodes. Emergency services with backup
via telephone, television, and helicopter services--from tertiary centers
wjll expand. Tertiary care centers will provide services for complex
surgeries, treatment of complicated and rare illnesses in acute episodes,
research, teaching, and monitoring of primary and secondary care.
The whole process of care and cure in hospitals will be more intense
and complex.

Health care in this country is currently in the first stages of a sig-
nificant shift in attention from illness care and cure toward preventive
care and the maintenance of health. We cannot expect the physician to
be the inevitable first contact for clients entering the health care sys-
tem, because there are too few general practitioners, pediatricians, and
internists. There also exists an underutilization of some health care
providers, and a maldistribution of others.

Many of the major causitive factors of disease in this country are
now thought to be socioculturally determined; however, medical care
continues to be focused on the traditional biophysical areas. The bio-
medical technology used for the treatment of acute illnesses has attained
great power, but the controls over its use have been essentially laissez-
faire. And the free enterprise system of health services so ineffectual that
nwdical care may now be in a stage similar to that at the end of World
War I when the probability of a patient's benefiting from treatment
was as low as 50 percent or less. Quite apart from the issue of safety,
the efficacy of high technology services is more and more questionable in
the light of the increasing median age of the population and the shift
from acute to chronic 'patterns of disease (Battistella, 1976).

Nursing is one of the major sectors of the health care system: Seen
fom the point of view of systems theory, nursing is a critical subsystem,
a part of an interdisciplinary effort to promote and maintain health,
prevent disease and disability, to care for, cure, and rehabilitate the
sick. Nursing shares with other disciplines the responsibility to provide
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services that foster the highest potential level of wellness for every
individual, family, and comn unity.

As a result of the predicted changes in health care services, however,
the roles for some nurses will be expanded and changed. When the
larger system of p7.:mary care services becomes a reality, the knowledge
base of each health care occupation will become increasingly shared
with other health care lisciplines.

Roles for nurses are emerging in disease prevention, health mainte-
nance, long-term management of chronic illness, gerontology, the man-
agement of stress, community planning, and health educatiGn. And
these new roles exist in the largest area of unmet health needs in pri-
mary care, and nurses are capable of making a major contribution in
this arena.

Moreover, national health care financing will result in a new public
mandate to nurses: to provide a larger share of direct pi imary services.
In the public sector, th;. nurse is likely to become the gate-keeper to
the entire system of hea .1.1 care. She will: (1) assess the healtii-illness
status of clients seeking eitry to the system; (2) treat clieILLs presenting
minor pathological conditions; (3) screen and fefer clients needing
assistance beyond her competence to treat; (4) manage the long-term
care of clients with chronic health problems; and (F,) teach the basic
health promotion concepts.

Nurses will continue to fulfill the traditional role in iic=pital and
community settings. Traditional Toles in nursing are not likely to .hange
with the passage of time, or change in geographic setting, or I:ew de-
velopments in medical diagnosis and treatment. Certain activities for
the nurse in these roles will change, certain methods of practice will
Change, but the central purpose of the traditional role will not change.
Particularly the role of the nurse in secondary care settings is not
likely to change in purpose or function.

Two expanded roles for nurses are emerging in acute care settings.
One is that of the nurse specialist practicing in the intensive care areas
of medical eentcrs or research hospitals; it includes coronary care, in-
tensive newborn care, burn care, post-operative care for experimental
and complex surgery, emergency and other trauma, and medical care
for the critically ill. The other role is that of the nurse clinician, "the
generalist who is a specialist," who is theoretician, practitioner, re-
searcher, consultant, and staff teacher to other nurses both as individ-
uals and as groups. The role of nurse clinician was designed to be analo-
gous to the medical clinician so that, a role complement --an alter to the
physician-- would exist in acute care settings.
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A role structure with like meaning for the practitioner and employer
should be as follows:

A. The beginning level of nursing practice is peopled with vocational
nurses who are nurse-providers that serve as assistants to other nurses
licensed to practice "professional" nursing*.

B. The first level of professional nursing practice is peopled with
nurses who are supervised staff workers caring for clients who are ex-
periencing acute or chronic illnesses that are common and well-defined.
These clients have been identified by other more knowledgeable
In.aith care providers as being ill, in need of diagnt,stic evaluation, or
routine 11:Wth-illness monitoring. This nur providnr continues the
practice of the traditional nursing role tvoIvd with nursing
processes that are standardized. in comme71 u and di.,_cted toward
alleviating both biophysical and psychosovii.: proM(Ins.

C. The second level of professional nursing r'Re!iCC is peopled with
nurses who have a greater depth of knowledge about nursing processes
in both acute and primary care settings. In acute care settings the
nurse's practice is focused on clients experiencing acute illness episodes
and presenting problems that are uncommon and complex. In primary
care settings the practice of the nurse is directed toward maintaining
and promoting the client's health, and alleViating mri ;:iathological
conditions. The presenting or continuing problems of tl.t '21ient may
need the immediate attention of the nurse or she may. T.,,ed to modify
her nursing processes to adapt to an unexpected event presented by
the client. In acute care units, the nurse cares for clients whose health-
illness problems are common and recurring or convalescent, gives lead-
ership to other less knowledgeable workers, and serves them as teacher
and consultant.

D. The third level of profesSional nursing practice is peopled with
nurses who care for clients presenting multivariant problems that are
complex and interrelated. This nurse possesses expert clinical juogment
and technical competence in direct client care. She is not only a role
model of expertness but an experiential teacher and consultant to other
nurses and other types of health care providers. She assesses both pre-
senting and continuing problems, infers a solution, and implements her
plan of care whether it is preventive, palliative, supportive, o thera-
peutic. This nurse studies a clinical situation until she has identified
the essence of the nursing problem and then searches for a solution in
whichever bodies of knowledge are applicable. She has a broad base of
intellectual competencies and a matrix of theory that can he used in
determining problems meriting investigation as clinical nursing re-
In this context professnonal nursing has traditionally meant the registered nurse.
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search. By working with the most complex problems in nursing, this
nurse studies the nature of such problems and i-trovides a literature-
clinical papers. clinical research -that helps to revisc the general prac-
tice of nursing. This nurse may have either generalist or specialist skills
and abilities. She functions as an independent practitioner and an in-
terdependent member of the health team. This nurse functions in all
settings where health-illness care is given but may be known as a "nurse
practitioner" in primary care settings and as a "clinical tTecialist" in
acute care settings.

E. The fourth levei of ...finical practice is peopled by nurses whose
practice is directed into sui specialization in an area of clinkal interest.
The scopo of practice narrows but the depth of understanding increases.
The practice is directed toward clients who present highly complex
problems that are limited to the practitioner's specialty.

HIGHER EDUCATION

Nursing education is a part of an interdependent system of higher
education that is changing more rapidly than ever before in its history.

I t, is no longer true that it takes thirty or afty years for a new idea to
be incorponitol into the mainstream of education" (Smith, 1974, p.
37). In fact, diversity has become the idje fixe of the decade.

There is a new student in higher educationthe older, the employed,
the less academically tilented---who is demanding that education be
made available at more times and in more places. There is a correspond-
ing decrease in the homogeneity of the student body. There is a decreas-
ing amount of common abilities and aptitudes, common goals and pur-
poses, overall ways of learning and knowing. There are growing differ-
ences in life-styles.

This new student. is also demanding credit by examination, advanced
placement. and course extension. "The domain of credit by examination
lies between the closed state of the .classroc in and the open field of
experiential learning. . . . Long in the' backwater of higher educational
concern, credit by examination aml its companion practice, advanced
placement, can no longer be given low priority by college faculty and
administrative officials. There is an increasing societal awareness of
the value of credit by examination on the part of students, parents,
secondary teachers, officials of state college systems. and legislators.
This heightened off-campus consciousness requires action or reaction
on the campus" (Haag, 1975. p

New ways of teaching and learning, fitting higher education into many
life-styles, meeting nmre diverse educational needs, wiE require new
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methodologies in education. "Developmental education" or learning by
diagnosis and prescription is definitely in the short-range future of
many students and institutions. Diagnosis will include: present abili-
ties, special apdtudes, cognitive styles, learning strategies most suited.
Prescriptions will include: plans of instruction, methodologies, teachers,
field placements.

Growing out of our concern for recurrent and continuing education
is a dynamic concept of life-long learning. Because of our current pre-
occupation with self-fulfillment and expansion of consciousness, people
will be constantly dipping in and out of the system for rejuvenation,
seeking the "good life." Alumni institutes and vacations on campus
are activities that exemplify the heightened interest in life-long learn-
ing. With the growing complexity of the modern world, continued learn-
ing may be necessary.

The delivery of educational services is changing. The geography and
scheduling of education traditionally have been designed to meet the
demands of a student population that was young enough, unencum-
bered enough, and wealthy enough to gather together in rather isolated
locations- -the pastora: settingto devote long periods of time ex-
clusively to the acquisition of knowledge and skills. Such arrangements
no longer meet the needs for many students and are therefore un-
economic for many schools. Urban schools, community coheges, satel-
lite annexes and branches of major institutions, these and similar ar-
rangements are changing the geography of education. "Feeder systems"

to those described for health care are developing in education.
Junior colleges and vocational and technical institutions are feeding
students into upper-division universities and colleges either with a
mission solely devoted to that purpose or as a part of planned student
articulatirin between institutions.

The pr,portionate sites (in terms of enrollment) of the parts of the
system of hiy her education will surely change in the coming decade.
Tly ;.(11'...al-vocational sector is showing phenomenal growth. At the

!,1. ...egree levei, although enrollments are still increasing, the
has slowed down. Graduate schools are showing a slight

growtl. ,..iTently, and many professional schools are finding it necessary
to limit enrolLnents.

Institutional services, curriculum requirements, an* methods of
teaching and learning will continue to become more diversified, tending
toward increasel flexibility and autonomy for the learner. Education
will be available at more times and places: by television to out-reach
areas, by telephone, by videotape, by traveling scholar. Self-paced
learning will be available in more diverse content areas and will use
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such strategies as computer-:ts;istef I instruction, autotutorial teaching.
nmdules and mini-courses. contract learning, mastery learning.

Education will become more systematized: State-wide planning
groups will gain more influence and interinstitutional cooperation and
collaboration will become more common, as will consortia, articulation
and other cooperative endeavors.

The culture appears to be moving in the direction of a "learning
society" encompassing reciprocal learning-teaching arrangements. Re-
current education will be built into the system.

Professional education will continue to increase in importance. The
body of knowledge will 'change to include: increased information con-
cerning socio-cultural processes and techniques for working with people,
more qualitative methods and research, a changing meaning of profes-
sionalism. Professional programs are also likely to be shortened and
evaluation by competency-I,ased clinical requ;rements may become
frequent.
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Postscript: Beyond Theory

The assumptions upon which the seminar agreed about health care and
higher education point clearly to changes in traditional ways of doing
things. Once the assumptions were in pla:-e, nursing roles could be distinctly
envisaged and educational implications derived.

Having developed a viable role structure for nursing and projected ap-
propriate educational patterns, it remained for the seminar to frame the
ten broad recommendations which. follow, and t isseminate the fi tdings
and recommendations as widely as possible.

Dissemination, however, is not enough. All those associated with the
Nursing Curriculum project feel strongly that, while thc findings and rec-
ommendations speak to the important issues, the curricular innovations
involved need trial and testing. Changes in the mechanisms for health care
delivery are demanding that more attention be given to educating nurses for
roles that are expanding and diversifying. The profession is particularly
lacking in personnel prepared to function in primary health care settings;
ways must be found to expedite the institutionalization of this role into
nursing curricula. At a time when more is being expected in knowledge
and services, nursing is deficient in persons prepared to provide leadership
administrators, clinical specialists, nurse iyactitioners, nurse researchers.
Other problems and questions are also acute: articulation between programs,
the sharing of resources, interdisciplinary efforts and collaboration, clinical
cornpetencies for nursing faculty, continuing education, the need for flexible,
open curricular .designs and teaching-strategies.

Demonstration and implementation of the project's ideas will enable
nursing to assess the potential of the proposals put forth in this volume.
The Nursing Curriculum project believes that its findings and recommenda-
tions hold much promise for magnifying nursing's contribution to, the
health care of people.

FINAL, RECOMMENDATIONS*

1. The practice of nursing at all levels is based on a body of knowledge
that has at its center a set of competencies that are universally recognized as
necessary to the provision of secondary care. This base of nursing, this set
of competencies, should be further defined and developed.

2. The knowledge that is fundamental to each more advanced level of
nursing practice is based on sets of competencies, each of which is charac-
teristic of its own level and builds on the base of secondary care. Thebody

*See volume 5 of this series for an account of the process by which recommenda-
tions were developed and the rationale underlying each.
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of knowledge expands at each more advanced level of nursing practice and
includes the different sets of common competencies necessary to the provi-
sion of primary. secondary. and tertiary care. The body of knowledge, these
sets of competencies, should be further defined aml developed.

3. A system of nursing education should be designed and developed to
prepare graduates for different levels and types of nursing practice, a sys-
tem that reflects the structure of nursing knowledge as described in recom-
mendations 1 and 2.

4. The associate degree curriculum should be focused on the preparation.
of graduates to give secondary care.

5. The ba ccalaureate curriculum should be focused on the preparation
of graduates to give not only secondary care at the beginning level, but also
primary rare at the beginning level and at the student's choice--either
primary care at an advanced level, secondary care at an advanced level, or
tertiary care at a beginning level.

6. The graduate curriculum should be focused on the preparation. of
leaders to strengthen nursing's contribution to health care; therefore, gradu-
ate nursing education should be the first priority of nur.sing education for
at least the next decade. To this end, graduate programs should be prepared
to strengthen quality, expand curricular offerings, and increase enrollments.

7. Programs of higher education should incorporate continuing education
as part of their regular structure, according it equitable priority in alloca-
tion of time, attention, and resources,, and assigning to it faculty with
academic credentials equal to faculty of other programs.

8. Programs of nursing education at all levels must incorporate flexi-
bility in offerings, requirements, and time-and-place options for study.

9. Programs of nursing education should seek and sustain interinstitu-
tional cooperation in order to strengthen educational services and resources.

10. Curricular structure in nursing should be interdisciplinary as well
as intradisciplinary. Cooperation and collaboration with other health care
disciplines should be sought actively by nurse educators. Where appropriate,
joint courses at several levels should be developed and nursing faculty should
be given joint appointments in other departments.
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Appendix A

Core of Nursing Knowledge
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is specific and factual.
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Special Inter,1,st Areas: Common Competencies

Practice:

hase,l on a rang ,. of principles and concepts drawn from
a variety of basic and applied natural ,:md behavioral sciences.

includes makim-_,, nut4sing judgments. based On the analysis of nu_
merous variables and the prediction of future clinical events.

the applioation of clinical research to decision-making.

is L On clinical deoisions made from the integration of knowl-
edge of biophysical :Ind psychesocial cues with the recognition of
their implicatior,.s.

,lirected toward provi,hng leadership in the management of care
for .,:roups of clients as well as those personnel assigneti to provide
that care.

Is direimi toward ,1,,ve;o1ins: collaborative relationships with other
health workers providing other kinds of care and services to
clients.

is more self-dirtvik-e, im the nurse recognizes the need to seek
aihlitional information and contlitatinn from peers or higher-level
practitioners.

ENTRY LEVEL COMPETENCIES: SPECLIT CLINICIAN

Tlw practice of the specialist clinician is dire-, ,1 toward the care of
clients prc>senting multivariant problems that are complex and involve
multiple system analysis. This nurse will be a comprehensive generalist
to some and a specialist to others, a model of expertness, a staff co7:
sultant and educator, a role model, an experiential teacher, a primar;,
therapist. a consultant, a clinical researcher, and a provider of clinical
literature. She works with the most complex problems in nursing, pos-
sesses advanced clinical knowledge, improves her own practice, gives
and demonstrates czre, and plans and supervises stair education. She
assists in establishing standards of care.

Practice:

is dirctol Inward the care of clients presenting complex problems
involving multiple system analysis and solutions.

is specializt41 in a particular clinical category (based on either the
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medical or nursing model) and independent mlNing services may
he provided in that specialty.

consists of processes--

--that are focused on analyzing the interaction between models,
concepts. theories and the clinical data base,

that reflect refined clinical abilities needed to: (a) give and
demonstrate care, (b) design and plan nursing care, (c) in-
tervene by preventive, palliative, supportive, and therapeutic
measures, (d) modify and adjust plan.

-includes making nursing judgments based on a synthesis of con-
cepts, principles, models, and theories to solve complex problems;
and making independent decisions to analyze presenting and con-
tinuing biophysical and psychosocial cues and weight them in
relation to probable remedies and palliative measures.

--is interdependent but largely self-directed.

includes utilization of clinical research and collaboration in the
research proces.s.

PROJECTED ROLE EXPECTATIONS FOR
THE CLINICAL SPECIALIST

Practice:

is directed toward advancing nursing knowledge and theoretical
understanding by--

--using a theoretical matrix to formulate concepts for clinical
work and research;

--contributing to the body of nursing knowledge through re-
search and practice by

identifying problem areas for study and investigation;
possessing well-developed problem-solving abilities and a
mnstery of methods to analyze problems,

..,ing judgments, based on a synthesis of concepts,
principles, models, theories, to solve complex problems,

--developing innovations in practice based on emerging
new knowledge,

--evaluating outcomes of nursing intervention,
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keeping current with the nursing and health care liter-
ature.

is focused on using intellectual, technical, and human competencies
that are expert by--

possessing first-hand knowledge of the pathology dealt with;

being a nurse therapist and expert practitioner;

possessing refined clinical skills and assisting others to de-
velop high-level performances by--

giving and demonstrating care,

--teaching,

--designing, diagnosing needS, and planning nursing care,

modifying and adjusting that plan,

-intervening in the client's health-illness process using
preventive, palliative, supportive, and therapeutic mea-
sures.

is interdependent but largely self-directed; practitioner is-

--consultant,

----role model to other nurses,

---role alter to physician in hospitals,

patient advocate in hospital setting and follows client to home
and return to clinic.

is directed toward expecting change, seeking out change, innovat-
ing and initiating change, and possessing freedom to explore own
functions.

---is often directed toward coordinating the total health care plan
for the client.

PROJECTED ROLE EXPECTATIONS FOR THE NURSE
PRACTITIONER

Practice consists of:

assessing the health-illness status of 'clients by-

-securing and recording a complete health history and critically
evaluating findings;
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assessing individual and family health needs.

performing a complete physical examination using the techniques
of observation, inspection, auscultation, palpation, percussion, and
communication.

--developing a differential diagnosis by discriminating between
normal and abnormal findings in health history and physical as-
sessment.

--performing selected diagnostic tests and procedures.

reaching a specific diagnosis and deciding which clients can be
served by the nurse and which clients are to be referred to others.

prescribing a plan of care.

----monitoring client's health under plan prescribed:

common medical problems,

---stable phases of chronic illness,

uncomplicated ante and post partum care,

care of minor accidents to include suturing.

counseling ard teaching client and family.

acting independently in meeting health needs through anticipatory
guidance and relevant health teaching.

--recognizing forces and resources in a given community that assist
or inhibit individuals and families in coping with their ongoing
health-illness problems.

identifying social and psychological factors inherent in health-
illness situations.

coordinating health management.
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Appendix B

Expanded Role Programs in Nursing in the Southern Region

CERT./

STATE/INST1TUTION PROGRAM LENGTH DEGREE DIRECTOR

Alabama

University of Alabama Pediatric Nurse Practitionv 2 q. C Ms. Isobel H. Thorp

in Birmingham 18 w'is. Associate Professor

School of Nursing

Arkansas

University of Arkansas Training Program for Nurse 9 mos. C Dr. Elois R. Field, Dean

Practitioners School of Nursing

Florida

Univelc;ity of Florida Nurse Practitioner for Adult 6 mos. C Dr. Amanda S. Baker, Coordina.

.Care tor, Continuing Edutntion

College of Nursing

University of Miami Family Nurse Practitioner 10 mos. C Mrs. Louisa M. Murray

Associate Professor

School of Nursing

Georgia

Emory University Nurse Practitioner in Adult 5 mos. C Ms. Mary Hall

Health Associate Professor

School of Nursing

Kentucky

University of Kentucky Nurse-Midwifery 12 mos. M Ms. Elizabeth Bear

Coordinator

College of Nursing
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STATE/INSTITUTION PROGRAM

CERT,/

LENGTH DEGREE DIRECTOR

Louisiana

Northwestern State

University

Tulane University

Maryland

University of Maryland

University of Maryland

OP

Mississippi

Mississippi University

for Women

University of Missis

sippi

North Carolina

Duke University

East Carolina University

East Carolina University

Medical-Surpc.I

Family Nurse Program

Family Nurse Program

Peditric Nurse Practitioner

Primary Care Practitioner

Family Nurse Clinician

Family Health Nurse Asso.

ciate

Family Health Nurse, Family

Nurse Therapist

Peaiatric Nurse Practitioner

Family Nurse Practitioner

12 mos. M Dr. Marie DiVicenti, Head

Masters Program

College of Nursing

6 mos. C Mrs. Edna Treuting, Director

2 sem. + MPH Nursing Programs

SS School of Public Health

4 rnos. C Ms. Frances P. Koonz

8 rnos, Director, Continuing Education

School of Nursing

4 rnos. C Mrs. Rachel Z. Booth

12 mos. Assistant Professor..

School cif Nursing

3 sem. +

SS

12 mos.

M Dean, School of Nursing

C Ms. Linda Pearce

School of Nursing

3 sem. M Dr. Ruby L. Wilson, Dean

School of Nursing

4 mos. C Dr. Mal lie Penry

School of Nursing

12 mos. M Dr. Mal lie Penry

School of Nursing



STATE/1NSTITUTION

CERT,/

PROGRAM LENGTH DEGREE DIRECTOR

North Carolina (cont.)

LenoirRhyne College

UNCChapel Hill

UNCChapel Hill

UNCChapel Hill

UNCGreensboro

Maternity/Child Health 16 wks. C Dr. Frances Farthing

chairman, Nursing Dept,

6 mos. C Ms. Laurice Ferris

School of Nursing

Family Nurse Practitioner 12 mos. C Ms. JUlia Watkins

School of Nursing

Nurse Midwifery 6 mos. C Ms. Sandra Regenie

School of Nursing

Child Health 16 wks. C Mrs, Marilyn Evans

Instructor

School of Nursing

Cardiovascular Clinical Nurse

UNCGreensboro Youth Health

UNCGreensboro Maternal, Gynecological & 16 wks.

Family Planning

UNGCharlotte Nurse Practitioner

16 wks. C Mrs, Rebecca Taylor

Assistant Professor

School of Nursing

C Mrs. Margaret Klemer

Associate Professor

School of Nursing

M Mrs. Vera Smith

Director, Continuing Education in

Nursing

'South Carolina

Medical University of

South Carolina,

University of South

Carolina

2 sem. +

10 wks.

Nurse Midwifery 12 mos, C,M Ms. Carmela Cavero

College of Nursing

Family Nurse Practitioner 10 mos. C Ms. Adelaide Kloepper

Professor, College of Nursing
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o-4

STATE1INSTITUTION PROGRAM

CERT./

LENGTH DEGREE DIRECTOR

Tennessee

University of Tennessee- Adult Health Nurse Practi

Memphis tioner

University of Tennessee- Physical Illness Nurse

Memphis

University of Tennessee- Community Mental Health

Memphis Nurse

University of Tennessee- Community Family Health

Memphis Nurse

University of Tennessee- Pediatric Nurse Associate

Memphis

Vanderbilt University Family Nurse Clinician

Vanderbilt University Primex C.E. Program

28 wks. C

50 wks. M

50 wks. M

50 wks. M

20 wks. C

12 mus. M

12 mos. C

Texas

Texas Woman's Univer Pediatric Nurse Practitioner 11 wks,

sity

Texas Woman's Univer. Geriatric Nurse Practitioner 11 wks,

sity

13.1
Texas Woman's Univer. Family Nurse Clinician

sity

Ms. Pat Brisley

College of Nursing

Dr. Mary Morris

College of Nursing

Dr. Shirley Burd

College of Nursing

Dr. Beverly Buns

College of Nursing

Ms. Brenda Mills

College of Nursing

Dean Nel Getchel

School of Nursing

Ms. Virginia George

School of Nursing

Ms. Mary E. Cates, Director

Continuing Education

College of Nursing

Ms. Maty E. Cates, Director

Continuing Education

College of Nursing

12 mos. M Ms. Edith Wright

College,of Nursing



STATE/INSTITUTION PROGRAM

CERT./

LENGTH DEGREE DIRECTOR

Texas (cont.)

University of Texas

University of Texas

Virginia

University of Virginia

University of Virginia

University of Virginia

Family Nurse Practitioner 12 mos. C Ms. Ruth Stewart

School of Nursing at San Antonio

C Ms. Chloe Floyd

School of Nursing (Galveston)

Pediatric Nurse Practitioner 4 mos.

Pediatric Nurse Practitioner 4 mos.

Emergency Nurse Specialist 4 mos.

Family Nurse Practitioner

C Dr. Barbara Brodie

Schuol of Nursing

C Ms. Denise Geo let

School of Nursing

12 mos. C Ms. Susan Lynch

Medical Center

C Ms. Marjorie Keller

M Dr. Martha Borlick

School of Nursing, MCV

C Dr, Margaret SOulding

Chairman, M.0 Nursing

School of Nursing, MCV

Virginia Cornmonwealth Family Nurse Practitioner 1 yr./

University 2 yrs.

Virginia Commonwealth OBGYN Nurse Practitioner 6 mos.

University

Viest Virginia

West Virginia University Pediatric Nurse Associate 10 mos. C (Phasing out)
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ROSTERS

WORKING (.ROUPS OF THE SENIINAR
!NURSING CURRICULUM PROJECI'

Kinds of Workers

RACHEL Z. Bomli./Nrect or. Caro and Nurse Practitioner Pro-
gram. School of Nursint,.. mversity of Nlaryland, Baltimore

Rost.; L FOSTER. Exectl . :,4istan7 to the Dean. School of Health
and Sfwial Services. EL- International University, Niiami

GwENboLINE NIAcDotim,P, Dean. College of Nursing. Univrs.ity
Florida. Tampa Ju:irrnan

\BETH NI iuis. Coordinator, Health Occupations Teacher'
Program, r7N.,rsitv "of Georgia. Athens

VIRGIN!A PHILLIPS. Dir-ctor, 1)ivision of Nursing, South Carolina De-
partment of Health and EniHronmental Control, Columbia

).11111.E.. SPELL, Chni;..al Nur:,!Prtwtitioner. Frontier Nursing Service,
Hyden. Kentucky

EVELYN TOMES, Dirctor, I )epa!-!7-nent, of Nursing Education. Meharry
Tennes.,:e1-,

Conceptual Skills

BARBARA BR(4)1B, Chairman. Maternal ank; Child Health Nursing,
l'niveri-;ity of Virginia, Charlottt-sville

SHIRLEY F. HURD, Profr-s,:or. Psychiatric-NlentAl ,iealth Nursing,
Graduate Education Pro...n-ain. College of Nursing. I. niversity of
Teruk>sse, NI ern phi:-;

Gi-:,)HGEEN H. DECHow, Chairman. Nursing Education. 7\lanatel:
.Junior College, Bradenton. Florida

VIP.GINI Cr4TVER )iri,ctor, I 'ndergraduate Pro,,Tram, School of Nursing,
liniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

PATRICIA T. HAASE, Director. Nursing Curriculum Project, Southern
Regionid Education Board, Atlanta. Georgia (Chnirnutto

MYRTIS StiowDEN, Professor, Colkge of Nursing, Northwestern State
University of 1-74+uisiaria, Natchitoches (presently Professor, Graduate
Nursing. Louisiana Slate Lnivrsity, New Orleans)
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SHIRLEY .1. THOMPSON, Associate Professor, School of Nursing, Virginia
Commonwealth University, Richmond

NANCY WILKEY, Assistant Professor, School of Nursing, University of
-Mary lam:, Baltimore (presently Associate Professor, Coppin State
College, Baltimore')

Human Skills

WALTON CONNELLY, Director, Education and Training, Methodist
Hospital, Indianapolis, Indiana

ROSEMARY HENRION, Clinical Specialist, Psychiatric Division, Vet-
eran's Administration Center, Biloxi, Mississippi

GAYE W. POTEET, Director, School of Nursing, Petersburg General
Hospital, Petersburg, Virginia

MARY-RERES, Assistant Dean, Graduate Education, School of Nursing,
Uni versity of Virginia, Charlottesville

MARY HOWARD SMITH, Associate Director, Nursing Curriculum Project,
Southern Regional Education Board, Atlanta, Georgia (Chairman)

ISOBEL H. THORP, Director, Pediatric Nurse Practitioner Program,
School of Nursing, University of Alabama Medical Center, Bir-
mingham

EDITH WRIGHT, . Director, Family Nurse Clinician Project, Texas
Woman's University, Houston

Functional Skills

.JOY LYNN DouGLAS, Director, School of Nursing, Methodist Hospital,
Memphis, Tennessee

SYLVIA E. HART, Dean, School of Nursing,
Knoxville (Chairman)

GERALDINE LABECKI, Dean, College of Nursing, Clemson University,
Clemson, South Carolina

KAY B. PARTRIDGE, Staff ASSistant to the Director, Department of
Nursing, The Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore (presently Di-
rector, Nursing Education. School of Health Services, The Johns
Hopkins University)

University of Tennessee
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MARIE L. PIEKARSKI, Coordinator, Program Planning and Develop-
ment, University of Kentucky Community College System, Lexington

GEARLEAN SLACK, Director, Continuing Education, School of Nursing,
West Virginia Medical Center, Morgantown

NANCY M. STRAND, Director of Nursing, University Of Arkansas Medi-
cal Center, Little Rock
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